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As ociation begins campaign
rate among depressed people is
greater than that of the total
population." She said that
people often think that a
depressed person they know is
not "the type" to commit
suicide and ignore suicidal
threats and other obvious signs,
not realizing that the risk of
suicide is inherent in the
condition.
The causes of depression are
not completely clear, according
to Loening, but many experts
now agree that it involves both
physical and environmental
factors. Many say that
"depression appears to involve
a chemical imbalance in the
, brain, which is triggered into a
bout of depression by a stress
situation, such as the death of a
loved one, the loss of a job, or
even something as minor as
being slighted by a friend."
"What we want people to
understand," Loening conclud-
ed, "is that depression is a
serious condition and is nothing
to be ashamed of. It usually
responds very well to modern
methods of treatment. There is
no reason whatever for millions
of people to remain in a
clinically depressed state. We
hope that they call a doctor,
their local Mental Health
Association or -their Community
Mental Health Center and that
their friends and family encour-
age them to do, so.
the misery represented by the
symptoms. Sleeplessness, fa-
tigue, loss of appetite and
headache don't sound that
terrible, but when they linger on
month after month they can be
.devastating. Add to those
physical symptoms the fact that
the person often feels a
profound sense of hopelessmess
and loss, a sense of guilt and
worthlessness, anxiety and fear
and you begin to understand the
kind of problem we're dealing
with."
Loening emphasized that de-
pression is dangerous as well as
uncomfortable. "The suicide
people remain untreated, sink-
ing deeper into despair and
becoming progressively incap-
able of carrying out even the
most routine tasks."
The Association reports that
approximately 1,500,000 people
in America are being treated for
depression. The number of
untreated depressed individuals
is estimated to be from 8 to 15
million.
"Depression has been said to
cause more human suffering
. than any other condition," Ms.
Loening commented, "not only
because of the numbers of
, people involved, but because of
standing of mental depression.
The Association plans to pre-
pare and distribute regularly
. materials that explain the
nature of the disorder and what
can be done about it.
"What we seek to accom-
plish," said Marilyn Loening,
President of the Association, "is
to decrease the enormous
number of depressed people
who are not receiving treat
ment, The treatment available
today is very effective in
. relieving the symptoms of
depression and in helping to
restore its victims to full and
, active life. BU~most depressed
The Mental Health Associati-
on of Idaho has begun an
ongoing campaign to increase
public awareness and under- ~..
Senate votes
to add questions
to ballot
At theirmeetirig February 22,
the Student Senate passed a
motion which will place the
following questions on the
. general ballot:
Please read the following
questions carefully and com-
pletely before responding.
RA applications due March 11. Do you support the construc-tion of a multi-purpose pavilion
at Boise State? yes-- no--
ing students, identifying indi-
viduals who may need special
help with personal problems or
study skills, referring students
to various campus services, and
, assisting new students in their
onentanon on campus. They are
also charged with implementing
University policies and proced-
ures within the residence halls.
Those interested in either
position should apply at the
Office of Student Residential
Life, Room 110, Administration
Building.
student housing, develop pro-
grams and activities for those
students, advise and train
residence hall officers and staff,
and serve as a resource person
for students with questions and
problems. He/she will be
expected to attend regular
evening meetings, but the work
schedule will be generally left to
the student. .
Resident Advisors in each hall
are responsible for developing
an effective unit in their hall.
RA's are responsible for advis- .
Tuesday, March 1, is the
deadline for application for the
Resident Advisor program and
Student Assistant to the Direc-
tor in the Department of Student
Residential Life.
Applications for either position
should be upperclassmen with a
2.0 GPA or better.
The Assistant to the Director
will be working part-time,
approximately 20 hours per
week, at $300 per month. He or
she will work with students in
residence halls and married
2. Do you think student fees
should be raised to finance the
construction of 'a multi-purpose
pavilion? yes-- no--
3. If BSU students fees alone
were used to construct this
multi-purpose pavilion it would
cost approximately $50 per
student per semester. What fee
increase would you support?
$0 per semester, $10 per
semester, $20 per semester, $30
per semester, $40 per semester;
$50 per semester.
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jUYA seeks student applicants
for placment in small community
departments and agencies
"
information contact Dr. William
Mech , room 408G in the
Library, 385-1122.
the appropriate department and
advisor.
For applications and further
This week UYA recruits are
seeking students to apply for
participation in the United Year
for Action (UYA) program,
UYA is designed to - enable
volunteer students to work
fulltime for one year in
small community, departments
and agencies throughout Idaho.
The focus"of-the volunteer work
will be on poverty-related
programs.
Inside. ••• • • • •• • • • • • • •
Persons accepted to the pro-
gram will receive $200 per
month living allowance, plus
either partial or full-fee waivers: '
BSU schools and departments
can offer credit for the program.
Among the departments
possibly participating are Social
Work, Political Science, Psycho-
logy, Societal and Urban Stu-
dies, and Business.
Students must be .of junior
standing or above; but under
certain circumstances, excep-
tions to that rule can be made.
Arrangements are made with
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BeUy J. Brock, lIlUUIger of the BSU Campus Store, has been
designated Woman of Progress for 1976-77 by the Business and
Professional Women's Club. "
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Volunteer Income', Tax
Assistance (VITA) is available at
no charge every Wednesday
until April 15 in the Nez Perce
room from 10:00 AM to 6:00
PM with .additional sessions
held on March 26 and April 9.
This s~ice is intended for
those PeOPfewho can not afford
to pay for professional income
tax assistance.
Volunteers consist of BSU
accounting majors who receive
two credit hours under the
independent study program for
performing this service. Cur-
rently, there are twenty-five
students participating.
Since its inception in Boise in
1976 by the Internal Revenue
Service, VlTA has widened its
scope considerably so that
now, not only are taculty
members and students advised
but also people in the com-
munity. In its first year at Boise
VITA reached over 250 tax
payers. This year the volunteers
have assisted approximately 400
persons and they hope to reach
up to 1000 before the tax season
~ Doise State t~
Shotokan
Karate Club
Practices Monday,
Wednesday
& Thursday,
7pm in BSUGym
.every week.
Interested persons
welcome!
has ended. They have handled
sixteen states so far, including
Maine, New Mexico, California,
Oregon' and Montana. The
volunteers have worked with
everything from the 1040
(a short form individuai tax
return) to the non-alien resident
tax form. They are familiar with
every schedule as associated
with the federal filing require-
. ments. In fact, the only tax form
they have not handled is the one
having to do with corporate
taxes.
According to Frank Needham,
a two-year VITA coordinator,
this service is beneficial not only
to the people receiving the
service but to the volunteer. He
feels that the volunteers are
gaining a real appreciation of
the large variety of tax forms
avaliable, while they learn how
to work with people.
A constraint that the
volunteers must work, within is
, the Privacy Act of 1974 which
says that the individual who is
assisting the tax payer must
advise the tax payer that the
information being collected is
used only for the preparation of
the tax returns. The information
will not be provided to any
unauthorized individual. Failure
to comply with this act creates
the possibility of a felony charge
against the violator.
Needham further commented:
"The most important thing
about the program is that the
VlTA volunteer does not
prepare the return- rather they
assist the tax payer in the
preparation of his/Iter own'
return. So, fundamentally, we
are teaching the tax payer how
to prepare his/her own return.
pring.Bre k
\
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Mardi Gras, Fridav, March 4
9 pm to 1 am Admission ~1.S0
Sponsored by Alpha Chi Omega Sorority
/)gnee to S,umes
".'.i •. '
campus. news
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Delta Delta Delta
offers stipend
Income tax assistance
available on campus
Applications from full-time
undergraduate women from
Boise State University are now
being accepted for the annual
Delta Delta Delta service
Projects Scholarships.
All completed applications
must be turned in to either the
Financial Aides Office, Dean of
Women, or the Tri Delta
Chapter by March 1st.
The B.S.U. Chapter will grant
an award of 5150 plus contribu-
tions to campus life, potential
services to chosen field and
having financial need.
In addition the winner of this
competition is automatically
eligible for one of the national
scholarship awards of 51,000
each.
Film institute
sponsors
workshop
The fifth annual summer
workshop in 16mm filmmaking
is being offered by the Berkeley
Film Institute, Berkeley, Cali-
fornia. This intensive full-time
workshop will meet eight hours
each day, six days each week for
five weeks from June 20 through
July 23, 1977.
Practical instruction will be
given in all aspects of the
filmmaker's craft, including
production, cinematography,
sound, lighting, editing, and
phototechnology.
The course is highly struc-
tured, with students completing
a, progressive series of film
projects, including a sync-sound
dramatic short and a public
service television advertisement
for a non-profit organization.
No prior knowledge of film or
photography is needed, and
there are no age or background
requirements. All equipment
and materials are provided.
For further information, please
write or call:
Berkeley Film Institute
2741 8th Street.
Berkeley, California 94710
(415) 843-9271
Theatre group to
spend six weeks
on European trip
The tour will leave on July 15
and return August 28. Anyone
interested is invited to partic-
ipate, they need not be BSU
students and university credit is
optional.
As summer is fast
approaching, vacation plans are
being formulated and money
saved for that blessed time off
work. Before settling for a trip
the Grand Canyon orDisnev-
land again this year, consider
spending six weeks abroad with
Boise State University's London
Theatre Tour group.
Reservations are now being \
accepted by the theatre arts
department for a six week trip
that will focus the British
Theatre and other national
'works of art. An optional treat '
calls for a two week session with
the British Acting School.
Side trips to Paris, Scotland,
Ireland and various other
places on the continent are also
optional.
BSU is offering six credits for
the tour, on upper, lower or
graduate levels. Cost for the
program (minus university cre-
dit) is approximately 51,500
which includes plane fare from
Boise to London and back to
Boise again.
Career Corner
by Richard P. Rapp, Director
Career and Fbumclal Services
What is the Governor's Summer
'Internship Program?
This is a summer job program
that will employ twelve college
students within Idaho State
Government from June 13
through August 10, 1977. The
program's purpose is to provide
a better awareness and under-
standing of government through
hand's on experience.
The pay for these positions will
be 52.30/hour, or 5791 for the
summer.
Hey, Metlifsmrgl
Deadline date for reservations
is May 1. A minimum of twelve
parncipants IS required and an
optimum of nineteen has been
set for tour efficiency.
Del Corbett, theatre arts
professor at BSU, will be
,chaperone and· guide for the
tour. He chauffeured seventeen
people around London over the
Christmas holidays for a two
week tour. Several people in
that group have already expres-
sed interest in the summer tour
as well, so interested persons
are urged to reserve their slot
now.
More information and
reservations can be obtained by
calling Del Corbett at the BSU
Theatre Arts Department, 385-
1620
State capital offers
summer internships
We are reorganizing the Student
International Meditation Society to
achieve more student involvement.
For more, information,
call Michael Booth at 344-5037
, ". t t•. ,'-"
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How do I apply?
Applications must be submit-
ted by April 8th to:
Diane Plastino
Department of Administration
145 Len B. Jordan Bldg.
Boise, Id. 83720
Applications must include: (1)
resume, i.e, G.P. A., honors,
activities, experience, etc.; (2)
an essayoutIining reasons for
applying; and, (3) letters. of
recommendation. ' Applicants
must indicate their preference
for 3 specific positons. '
A detailed description of all the
potential positions is posted in
Career and Financial Services
Office, Room 117 Administra-
tion or available from Dr. Bill
Mech, Room 408-G, Library.
Those selected will be informed
by April 29th.
Can I also obtain academic
credit for these positions?
Students who are selected
may, in some cases, receive
academic credit in addition to
the pay. Successful applicants
should contact Dr. Bill Mech or
their facility advisor regarding
academic credit.
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Boise State University' ha$.
received scholarship money
froni the' A.BWA for twelve
. CQnsecutive years;. Scholarship
winners are chos~n {OI'< their
academic achievements and
future business promise.
•••••••••••••••
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DiseaseControlCenterfi ods.
·,.new.·:·,···..p.en';cill. ill-res is,.tan.fVD·.ca,.se" 5,.•. · B~=1iPa~~·:=
, ..' . . holder in aSsociate nursing and
. " '. 1" ; . ." returned to sch9QI:to pursue a
. Campus Digest· News service .CDC~World, Health. Organizll- .Because of the widespre,ad'. . 'baccalailr~ate degree iIi .nursing
. '. .' tion <WHP> .probe for tbene\Y nature of.the outlJreaks, CDC and further work. in the nurse
. ThelTJNatioll.lli(l1~ntet;>"for .' gonQg:he.j*~4bpt:gpn.'(J,t.e.m.~·, and. yVHO fear.a possible ,practitioner field. .She is a
Diseastb<Controhi (CDO)0t'has''''r 1976~·:WII0 .fo~nd a number of worldwid~ outbre~k'ofthe IU;~w;" Mountain' Hoirie'1974 . high
reported ~2new~a:ses ofa strain cases of the"'new .gonorrhea perinicillm-resistantgonotJlhea .. I> .
of "gonorrhea thl!tp"rx)ved 'resis-' strain w,?r1dwide.· For example,
'tant to penicUli!! treatment. The .forty cases. of the disease were
outbreaks have occurred in found"1n LiverpoQl, England;
California, . Maryland, Rhode and another in "London: Eleven··
Island, Arkan'sas, Iowa, New of the ,U.S. cases have been
York and Virginia.. . .' linked to persons who' recently
These finds are the resurt ofa . returned frOm the Far East. .
.Noting the strain not' only
resists penicillin, but' actually
· kiUstlieantibiotic, the CDC
· have called the new gonorrhea .
__an "important· public· health .
problem."
Task Jorce.·invites handicapped
stuia~Hfs··tQ··.introd·~~torymeeting
A GUARANTEED'FIT
.*LOWA MOUNTAIN:BOOTS
. *,D'ANNERTRAIL SHOES
~SMOKE JU",I\PERS.
, . .
'Our years of '.
outdoor experience .
all over North America
assure you that you'\Vill never
be ·over;.bootedor misfitted.
'. 'SOOTY/ORKS' .'
.' .' 344-3812' .'
. tempOrarily· located In Old BoI8e, 2nd
.. Floor, because of iemOdellng, .
:1 , "
I·
I
2. To identify ,and suggest.
soluti()ns. to., problem areas
effecting handicapped students;
and:· .
3. To make recOmmendation~
on how; the University tan be,
.more· responsive . and~ff~ctive
in providing necessary services
· for handicapped stuclents. .. ...
. Again,'we wOl,lldlike to see as
many of you' as:P9ssible atthe
. next Task Force meeting Frid.ay,
·March 4,1971, 3:00 PM .. in the,
Ebnore Rooin. . . . ',.
5.
o
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serve on the project. In addition,
student volunteers work in the
university law school's legal-aid
office. Currently, the office is
sueing the state of Tennessee'
for what it calls overcrowded
,prison conditions.
Student reaction to the project
seems to be enthisiastic.
"I don't think I'll ever be
indifferent to prisoners again,"
says one student now residing in
Dismas House. "I now realize
how screwed up the prisoners
are. "
Students spend time tutoring convicts
[CDNS)··
In Tennessee, a group of
college students are engaging in
a new extra-curricular activity.
And it bears little relation to the
typical student extra-curricular
activities, like "keggers" or
streaking. For those students
are spending. their free time
tutoring convicts and ex-con-
victs.
Thisjexperirnent is significant
in a time of supposed student
apathy. The students are, for
the most part,' affluent (the
average parental income is
$40,000 a year). Yet, these 150
students from Tennessee's
Vanderbilt University have vol-
unteered for a program called
the Vanderbilt Prison Project,
where they tutor and counsel
hundreds of Tennessee convicts
and ex-convicts a year, and
receive neither payor academic
credit for doing so.
The program, designed to
•nvrr
(CPS)--College graduates and
environmental planning majors
seeking jobs at environmental
consulting firms may expect
stiff competition this year,
despite the economic promise of
the field which due to federal
le gislation passed in 1969
burgeoned virtually overnight
into a $1.3 billion industry.
The law, called the National
Environmental Policy Act.
(NEPA), spawned numerous
businesses by stipulating that
promote prison reform abd help
convicts adjust to the outside
world, began in 1972 and was
revitalized in 1976. It is
primarily funded through pri-
vate donations and a small grant
from the Vanderbilt United Way
committee. In the program,
students regularly meet with
prisoners for tutoring, counsel-
ling or just plain rapping.
Indeed, some students even live
under the same roof with their
.convict and ex-convict charges. '
So far, the project has been
hailed a success by observers.
C. Murray Henderson, com-
missioner of corrections for
Tennessee, called the project
"extremely important," espec-
ially in helping ease the
explosive tension among the
prisoners due to chronic over-
crowding in the prisons.
Donald W. Swenholt, coor-
dinator of the project, has
defined its goals as exposing
nment
all federal agencies file enviro-
,mentaJ impact statements be-
fore taking actions that might
affect significantly the ecology
of an area. Since then, about
half. the states and numerous
.county and local governments
also have required environmen-
tal impact statements, which
have been applied in zoning
cases concerning private con-
tractors and resource exploiters
as well as government operati-
ons and projects.
Despite the vast increase in
business opportunities afforded
~C:J{ANKAR@, "The Inner Connection, " is the theme of the
upcoming ECKANKAR seminar in Boise, March 5&6, at the
Holiday Inn (Vista & Freeway).
The program of our seminar is a careful blend of discussion and
demonstration. Qualified speakers will comment on issues such
as music, art, history, health and science and bring exciting new
perceptions to each subject as it is related from the position of
spiritual freedom.
There will be an introductory presentation, Saturday morning
from 10:00 - 11 :30 am in Jhe Molokai Room of the Holiday Inn. It
will include a brief discussion of basic ECKANKAR precepts and
include a seminar preview of music, poetry, and art.
The seminar program is divided into three sessions as follows:
Saturday afternoon
Saturday morning
Sunday morning
1:00 - 5:30 pm
7:30 - 9:30 pm
9:30 - 12:00 noon
There will be a children's room available throughout the seminar
for children ages 3-12. There will be a registration fee for the
three sessions. $12.00 per person all three sessions or $5.00 per
session.
The spiritual seminar is always a unique sharing experience for
everyone involved,. from the seminar director to the stop-in
guest. We warmly invite 'you to attend and gather your own
impressions of the Science of Total Awareness.
ECKANKAR@ Boise Satsang ECKANKAR@
for local information call: P.O. Box 3100
342.9676 Menlo Park, Cal.
94025
ECKANKAR Is a nonprofit educational teaching
America's future leaders to the
need for prison reform, and to
have them see prisoners as
human beings with a special
problem. In addition, hesays, it
is hoped the students can help
with the rehabilitation 'of the
prisoners they meet.
Basically, the project is
divided into four areas of
concentration.
1) Students tutor 100 prison-
ers a year at the Tennessee
State Penitentiary (close to the
Vanderbilt campus) in college
and remedial education pro-
grams.
2) They also counsel some 50
juvenile delinquents a year, the
latter drawn from the state
reformatory.
3) Students hold "rap ses-
sions" with 25 furloughed
prisoners yearlt, in order to
prepare tham for re-entry into
the outside world.
I firm
by the new Jaws and the
.environmental programs which
many universities have added to
their curricula in the past few
years to meet the anticipated
demand for consultants, the
financial joy ride temporarily
has been stalled. Somewhat
incongruously, environmental
groups, as well as the recent
recession, have slackened the
enviormental impact statement
business by discouraging corp-
orations and government agen-
cies from initiating plans which
require much capital and may
stir controversy.
Still, Dick McEvers, personnel
director of Dames and Moore, a
large Los Angeles architectural
firm which now does 40 percent
of its business formulating
enviormental impact
statements, is "sure" that
industries will be forced to
return to capital expansion in
"in the near future," and that
many more realms of impact
reports will be required prior to'
--- ..... .-. ..-.. ..... ---
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4) At a "halfway house"
caled Dismas House, a group od
15 students and prisoners live
together in a boarding house
type environment. Although the
house offers the prisoners help
in job hunting and emotional
problems, the main purpose is
to provide tham with s stable,
responsible environment, ac-
cording to Rev. Jack Hickey,
Catholic chaplin for the univer-
sity, who set up the program in
September, 1974. In one year,
100 students will have spent
some time at Dismas House,
with around seven students
staying the entire academic year
there.
The Vilt Prison Project,
although it doesn't offer aca-
demic credit to its student
volunteers, is affiliated with a
university "prison life" course,
which serves as a training
program for students desiring to
However, despite the acco-
lades the project has received, it
may fold within a short time.
The reason? As usual, a
shortage of funds.
"My salary runs out in March
(1977)," says Swenholt. "I'd
like to see the university fund
some of this project by then.
But, frankly, I don't know where
the money is going to come
from."
ill hire few r
f
r
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such expansion. In the mean-
time, his company is visiting
less colleges such as MIT,
Cornell, Berkeley, Purdue, and
a few midwestern mining
schools where it once did the
bulk of its recruiting; more
attention is being paid to the
resumes which continue to file
in.
While large environmental
consultants do not need to visit
campuses because of the stiff
competition amongst job hunt-
ers, the smaller coasultants
rarely can afford to conduct
extensive recruiting. And as a
University of Washington at
Seattle job counselor notes,
"most of the positions are with
smaller firms." She says that as
many science as environmental
planning majors from her
campus are selected by the
companies that sift through
their resumes.
Dames and Moore no longer
hires Ph.D biologists right out of
school because they are "too
research-oriented," McEvers s-
~y~. However, the company
actively is seeking civil engin-
eers, meteorologists, and oce-
anographers recently weaned
from their alma maters.
"There are an awful lot of
biologists," McEvers notes.
He adds that all other
circumstances being equal, he
would hire a student who had
.majored in environmental plan-
ning over one who had majored
in biology because the planner
would have the breadth req-
uired for the field. Indeed,
archaeologists, economists, and
sociologist occasionally assist in
preparing the impact state-
ments, a phenomenon which
has earned the NEPA the title of
the "archaeologists' relief act."
Pre-med students who have
lost faith in gaining admission to
medical schools are advised by
many college job placement
advisors to consider the env-
ironmental consulting and
health fields, adding fat to an
already tight fit.
The director of the UCLA
career counseling center agrees
that "we definitely are not
getting any more recruiters in,"
and advises that students who
have followed standard scient-
ific disciplines such as chemis-
try, biology, and physics "can
usually have much greater
impact helping a firm with
pollution problems" than env-
ironmental causes.
Under existing conditions, letter
and resume writing skills also
may be in order"
THE PLACE TO BE
Hdircutting for Men and Women
• FULL-SERVICE SALON
• PERMS .. STYLING-RESTRUCTURING
• APPOINTMENTS ANYTIME
• WALK·INS WELCOME
• cuts long& short
343-4129 810 W. Bannock - In Hotel Boise BId
VICKI MINOR - Owner, Stylist g.
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. 'by: Steve Lemken . .
(CPS)-~Chalk up-another victory
·for. the.guardia#s ~f purity and.:" -.
ntorality.· Larry Flynt; .owner :'. .
·and. publisher of Husderinag'a-' .
zine, was convicted earlier this
. month for "engagbtg. iii. orgin':
., ized crime" and for. "pandering .:
'. obscenity"" and now joins the'
ranks of other "smut peddlers." .'
who. have been 'bustedJn the
ongoing war on .porn. '.
. Hustler,. a monthly
· publication, presents a vanety
of explicitly nude pictures;' some
'politicat~sexual satire and brief
Commentaries on'.cOntemporary .'
topics~ 'It is c4'culated nationally
. and its profits laSt year wer~ in .
excess of 510 million. It is the .
most explicit in the field of hist .
publications, whose forerunner
and leader· is Playboy .. Even'
Flynt has characterized it as
· "tasteless" but emphasizes that
. it's "what the people want."
Flynt' was cOnvicted in
Cincuinati, Ohio, on a law which
'"" ", .' .
jJial~yperson's w9rdsisays that and ,narrowintei'pretations .of politicaltriill_s of government
whenever five people. cOnspire ., .'.. the. law to achieve their ends. dissidents in' recent '.years ...
:'to ,break the law" anY.law " no Last spring, Harry Reems; the .r, ·PormerPresldeitt. Ni!cOii spurred,
matter how. trivial, .'they are. star, of the "celebratedimovie . . this' type. ~fprosecution. '.•
·.eI1g~g in organiied ..crime. . "Deep Throat"; was convicted Recent'ly however, the federal
.Asideltrom that law's ,tlseinthis 'offederalcharges of conspiracy . govemme·ot· has 'slacked off in'
particular case, it co1l1d have 'to' distribute obscene material . its prosecutions for obscenity,
far-reaching' effects invother in interstate commerce hi 'with only 57cases for 1976,'
·are~s. But that'sanother story. Memp~is,' Tenn. He had only' , compared to ~lin: 1975 and 115 .
. Meanwhile, .F1ynt's convictionworked'one .day and had been . in 1976. Since the 1973 case of. .
. ·.andseIitenceon that count may paid 5100.: Heis now in debt for .' Miller v. Californai, the Su-.
costhimseven to 25 years injail ' 5125;000 and faces' a penalty of . prenieCourt has been unWillitig..
, and a 510,000 -fine.: Por the up to five years in .prison and .a . to redefine obscenity.·.. . .
.' obscenity charge.hewasseri~ 51~OOO'firie:·,·. . In the Miller case, the Court
· tc::ncedto six months in jail' and . '.. The prosecutor,. a zealot .. threw out the' previous national
· fined i51,OQO; HIs 'poblication,n.amed Larry Parrish,' ,has' ~stitndar(1 f~r determining what
which is published in Columbus .obtained 12 major indictments,., . is obscene and said. that stan~.
(doWn the street· from police ' involving 60 defendants (in-. '. dards may be set according to
. headquarters in City Hall (was ..cluditig R,eems); for obscenity.. 10caJ,coni'munity' standards. .
.'alsO fined's10,000.: Busine-Ss is violations.s~ce 1972.' . 'He says .(They did not .de.fine precisely
.. , expected to go on as usual and . that his. "novel" use of the what they meant by ,jcommuni~
the Vice-president of .sales and. " conspiracyJaw, if upheld, could ·ty"or"locaP'.This is one of
marketing figures ,that. Flynt's give. prosecutors everywhere a several. questions relating to'
conviction Will boOst sales. powerful' new weapon in crack~ , obscenity thatthe' Court .now
.Whatevet Flynt's' situation is . ingdown on pornography. .has before it.)
no longer unoomm~>n. On the . The use of these ambiguous . They did realize that what was .
contrary, prosecutors are re- conspiracy laws are well kDoWn . acceptable to a small tow.n often
.sorting to increasingly harsh .to those who lived through the Conflicts with the tastes of large,
metropolitan. cities.. But in a
. footnote totheii' decision, the'·
StU. ay' ····5.hows '.elr;. ver.· 5 most ~::;liC:~r::~;.~o::C:O~~~:~
, ity standards would run the risk.
comfortable at 70 milesper Hovr;'~i~:;:~~~~~
to risk criminal conviction."
Even more importantly, it
'concluded that in ternis·. of
'.dangers' to freedom of expressi-
on, "the j,otentialforsuppressi-
. 'onseemsat;Jeast as great. in the ' .•
application' of a single nation~'
wide'. stanilar<i as mallowing
. .distribution in accordance' with
Campus. Digest News .service· ..comfortable' speed is well above
A research project condu~ed .' the existing national speed limit
by students at Texas A&M. of 5S miles per hour,"<said Dr.
University. recently fo.und .drl- ..Ronald S. Morris .of Texas
Hi vel;s i,~rei~ntqstcolllf.~rti\ble:, ....", A&M .. · ",; .. , ..' .
'drivhtg about 70 miles per hour '" '~~'in'the study; 'H~'A& M st~dent '
on the highway. . volunteets drove both ways over.
. "The experiment clearly a.n isolated segment of Inter-
demonstrates that the average" state 30 west of Texarkana, Tex.
{
·Mississippfmay.··
'.
change (?otlaws·
·Calnpus .Digest News Service
The de-criminalization of
marijuana. has. taken another
step forward--andin the state of
·Miss!ssippi, of all. places. .
.According to. the' AssOciated·
Press, there' is a vocaLminority
of people in Mi~sissippi who.
want their· state's pot laws'
·changed .. :TheY wish to de-cr-
.iminalize the,' "occasional"
~se ot 'manJuana~~;ana they
·almost· .have '..the Mississippi
, state legislature. convinCed. Al-
most. "
···.As a.compromise, both groups
· are .'.considering a' Jaw' that
.. wouldn't entirely: de-criminalize'
·marijuana use, but would make '. .
it namore serious .aCrime ,than a .
traffic offense. The legislature is
'...expectedto take .'.action on the'
·propOSed law sOon. '. . .
So it might not, be to.o long
.,efore .Mississippi .Policemen
.will be handin,g out "pot
tickets."" .
during the. daytime in '~ry,
sunny weather.
The .students drove a 1970
Datsun 240Z~ .a 1~73 Ford
. .'Torino statio<~wagqn ,and a ItJ73
·GMC'SpOrts Van. Thesele~ion .
'. of c~rs' was supposed'· to
· reptesent the range of commer-
cially available passenger.
· vehicles. , . .
The speedometer was masked·' .
in each car and the. speed was. .'
recorded by a .special mete'r
placed.in the rear seat and
camouflaged so '.the . student ..
could not kD~wthe speed he was .
traveling: '. '. .
The study 'showed the 5S mph
speed limit may be harlllful,
Morris said.' . . . .
"If the diff'erencebetween the
comfortable speed and the legal ...
speedis large, the driver is.
placed in 'a stressful and
fatiguing situation," he said.
....F.atur.d Sp.clal
,~~xi"S'£"s;:i~~;"j;t$$~$.~~~~:
. .GlUMDACHEl.
DESIGMEIS'COI-OlS
'.g.Si.iQ ...i9W55C
~~$~~$$"~::::~"
·•·.ArtSupp·lie~.fr~rri .
Grumb8cher*WlDsor·New1On* ....
·Permanet· ".Plgments*Conte*
.SPeec1ba1l*Striathmore*X~i\Cto.
.Llqflitei*Cresent~Plckett*Imo '
.Freclrb;*Sculptur~ . House· ..
Koh~I.~oor*D~~"es·
The Court will soon be
reviewing Reem'scase. And
co-pornography-conspiracy" ". .
convict··Al Goldstein, publisher,'
. of Screw magazine in New. York,
has had his cOnviction from 'a'
Wichita,Kan. jury overturned;
The prosecutors .know they
climb a shaky ladder when thfY
go for this type of conviction, so '.
why do tbey bother? Do they
'" ..
','" .
., .
,'.
.' have a ri~htto pull a person who'
-:film'S .~or pubfishes.," porn"
.across the country'. for prosecu-.· !ion under their "local"
standards?
. These questions have· been.
giveilserlous thought by civil
'libertariims,cOnstitutionallaw-
·yers, ..publishers .and. movie
distributors .. They are concern.'
ed that if the prosecutors.who
.: take. onthese cases make. one
stick, .infringement into other
•.media areas' is .not· far behind.
Hugh Hefner, owner and
.'publisher. of .Piayooy, .speaking
out against· Flynt's' ooqvictjoIl, .
pudt this way. "There is mucQ .
in Husder. that I find tasteless', .'
but to prosecute him because
· his tastes happen to differ froin
. yours or mine is·farmore
· outrageous than anything ever .
published by Larry Flynt. .This
· conviction should be protest~d
b~every American who values
his own personal .freedom of·
expression. Por 'aslong as it is
possible. to arbitrarily' and
capiiciously limit one person
expression, it remains possible
to limit. the expressions of. us
alV' . . .
.'
Put action' into .
the Senate.:
Elect
STEVE DOTIMEI
Sena.tor Arts
& Sciences
GOVERNOR:SSU~MER INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
·TheGover.;;~r's Summer Internship Pro'gram'willernploy tWelve college
,stu~ents in positions within Idaho State govl}rnment from June 13 toAugust
10, 1977, The goal of this program is to provide a learning experience in
'. government through ori-the-jobtraining. Interns, who must be Idaho
: .residents, will be assigned to a full-time position within' a State department,
.·andwill attend weekly afternoon semil'1lirs on topics of interest, . .
" .Compensation will be $2~30 per hour;' or $791 for the summer. Students
are urged to obtain credit for their internship work through their individual
advisors or Dr; Syd Duncombe, University of Idaho; Richard Foster,ldaho
State University; or, Dr.. Bill Mech,. Boisl! State. . .'
Interelted.students should apply by April 8 to:
Diane Plastino. . •.' '"
Department of Admirlistration
·146 LenB, JordanB'uilding
. B'oiieAdaho 83720. '. . .....
, Applications must inclUde, and selection will be based on: (1 ) resume, i.e.'
· gradepOint; honors; activities and other qualifications;. (2) an' essay
". concerning your career goals; and reason for applying; (3) letters:. of .
" ·recomme·ndation.No application form IS provided; '. ,
Students must. also indicate' tneir preference for. three specific positions·
.'from the list belowlsubject matter included) for placeinent, and are strongly.
urged to study detailed descriptions of these po~itiorisavailable from Dr. Bill .
, Meeh, Dr•.Charles Lein, or the eareer ·Service. Office; '., ..... . . '.
· . Students will beinform8dof their selection 'and placement by April 30.:
. ., ....,'.. . .·POSITIONS. " '. ." ~. ', .
.: AdilisoT'/. Council Ol( Vocatlf!"al EducatIon: news vvrit,ing;·. J1ttomey, . ,
· ·'General:. (2 positions) Law; ~udget; Policy Planning: (4 positions) state' ..
..' plannfng, health pia~ningi bUdgeting;ho'using plan; C01l?misslon for Blind: ..
education programi>;··Educatlon:: curriculum planning;. Employment:· ..
. .' affirmative 8~tion; .'Ene,gY:alW·':1lltive. ~riergV:sou~ces; .I/s/r. & .G{lme:.·· •
'accounti"g; He,;hh'& Welfare: (4 pOsitions) child proiection.Youth.Sefliices
· .Center;:.newslener: development;· health planning;" Hlstoricar.Society:·· •
. :niuseiim projeCts; ltidudriill . CommissIon: •.'(3 . positicins)·coinputer .
. programlTiing;law, budgets; Labori safety,inspection prQCedures; Llmds:' .
.•; !lc;lminis~ratiori projects;:Ltiw~nfo;~m;,nt: .c0nlPute~ progr!lminlng; ."arlis "
:. & Recreation:'(3,posiilons) water ,trail. brochure. safety. program, artistic ,..
.: ;;displaV; PublicUtiliiies,Comm;ssio,;: .utilitY research;:Secie~arY olState,: ;'
". Slue Book; St.te i.ibra,y:,(2 position'srtinancial handoook, Iibrary)'ilstory; '.'
fl ...• ••..••_,K:~·;-rr~~~~~:,:~~~~~~~t';"..i'~.II....
~========::i::i:::::=u.
.... ,
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opinion
editorial ----------"
The facts about
the pavilion poll
. For the past several months we have all been bombar?ed with
an unequaled amount of misinformati~n conce~~ng the
proposed multi-purpose pavilion. Along with -the misinforma-
tion, there has been an enormous quantity of criticism of the
whole idea. . .
The media coverage has been incredible for something of this
nature; so has the number of rumo~s concerning what is
happening with it. What it has all led to is nothing more than
confusion. . .
Perhaps, I might be able to clear up some of this confu~lOn.
It seems that two predominant questions have been raised:
1. Did the students of Boise State vote to fund a
multi-purpose pavilion? ., .
2. If they did, was the election ngged; r.e., was there a
leading question on the ballot?
Well the answer to the first question is reasonably simple to
come u~ with: No. The students were simply polled ~~ to whether
they would prefer to spend a fee increase on a pavilion or some
other type of facility.
This fee increase had been discussed by the State Boar? of
Education for all state-supported institutions of higher learning,
The answer to the second question is a little more complex.
No, the poll was not rigged, but perhaps it was ~lanted. Slanted
because it was taken by a sixteen member committee w.hose sole
purpose was to conduct a •'feas.i~ility study" on a multi-purpose
pavilion, not on any other facility. . ._
The committee was compiling information about a pavilion,
not trying to seU one to the students.
I don't think that the outspoken critics of the pavilion really
know what a •'feasibility study" is. For those persons I would
suggest a dictionary. .
As for all of you who are confused I hope that I have been of
some help.
l$)1ia,NAol"mr
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J.S.,
Why Idaho Power doesn't want
a hydro-electric generator .
from all classes of customers combined.
But probably the overriding factor in Idaho
Power's concern over a publicly owned p0"Yer
plant at Barber Dam is that Idaho Power
doesn't want people to start thinking about
public ownership of any sort in relation to
utilities.
At present there are about 2800 publicly
owned power systems in the U. S.; about
two-thirds are municipally owned, with most of
the rest being rural cooperatives. In contrast,
there are fewer than 250 privately owned
utilities (investor owned utilities--IOUs).
Those numbers do not, however, tell the
story. While publicly owned utilities comprise
over ninety percent of the total number of
utilities, they deliver less than twenty-five
. percent of America's power. TheKlll giants
supply the rest.
Surprisingly, given the small size of most
publicly owned utilities, the rates charged by
such utilities to residential users are, on the
average, much lower than residential rates
charged by privately owned utilities. In 1971.
for instance, Federal Power Commission
statistics showed that average residential users
in local publicly owned systems received 33.2
percent more electricity than their counterparts
served by IOUs, but their bills were 11.3
percent less. That is, residential rates charged
by investor owned utilities are about 50 percent
higher than residential rates of municipally
owned systems.
The reasons for the difference in rates aren't .
hard todiscover. As we've seen, IOUs have an
incentive to increase their rate base. This in
turn dictates ~their strategy in regard to
rates-charge very low rates to big industrial
users to generate demand (the justification for
more facilities-an expanded rate base), while
soaking residential users to pay for. the
additional facilities, and to keep the dividends
flowing to the banks and corpoations which own
the IOUs (among Idaho Power's biggest
shareholders are the Chase Manhattan Bank
and the Hartford Insurance Co.),
According to figures published in the Nov. 9,
1974 issue of the new repubUc, revenues from
residential customers provided about 37
percent of revenues for the IOUs, even though
residential users used only about 26 percent of
electricity soldj revenues from big industrial
users amounted to' 23 percent of the tatal, but
they used 35 percent of the power.
Other causes of the higher rates charged by
the IOUs aren't hard to find either. IOUs
typic.ally spend much more on advertising than
pubhcly owned systems--you are paying for all
[cont. on p.13]
By Chuck Bole
The reasons why the Idaho Power Co. quite
probably doesn't want a publicly owned
hydro-electric generating facility at Barber Dam
would probably stimulate the discussion and
development of alternative energy sources.
Idaho Power wants to keep us tied to its highly
centralized, increasingly expensive energy
system. .
Last ..fall Idaho Power donated $5000 to the
nuclear industry's campaign to defeat the
nuclear safeguard initiative in Oregon. Other
Idaho contributors included Morrison-Knudsen
($2500) and Boise Cascade ($2500). (source:
Northwest Bulletin, Dec. 1976)
There's no mystery as to the reasons for the
donations; both M-K and B-C would very
probably stand to profit handsomely from
construction of nuclear power plants in the
Northwest. Idaho Power's reasons for
contributing to the defeat of the safeguard
initiative can be fathomed if you understand the
method by which the Public Utilities
Commission sets utility rates. The PUC sets
rates on the basis of capital investment by
utilities, that is, the more money a utility has
invested in facilities, the higher its rates. In
taking account of a utility's capital investment
(rate base) the PUC sets rates on the basis of
capital invested in facilities, the higher its
rates. In taking account of a utility's capital
investment (rate base) the PUC includes
facilities built with borrowed funds. Thus, as
long as a utility can borrow money at an interest
rate lower than the rate of return allowed it by
the PUC, it pays the utility to build new
facilities, regardless of whether or not they are
actually needed. And nuclear power plants are
extremely expensive, so it makes a great deal of
sense, from the viewpoint of Idaho Power, to
promote the use of nuclear and coal- fired
energy (about as expensive as nuclear
power--the Pioneer plant Idaho Power wanted
to build 2S miles southeast of Boise would have
cost will in excess of $800 million, not counting
the all-too-predictable cost overruns).
It's understandable that Idaho Power
wouldn't want to bother with a small unit like
Barber Dam. The cost of the proposed power
plant at Barber (including the needed repairs to
the dam) amounts to only $3 million.
Another reason that Idaho Power likely
doesn't want a publicly owned generating
facility at Barber Dam is that the output of such
a power plant could be used to operate Boise's
street lights, Idaho Power's most lucrative field
of operation. As I mentioned last week, Idaho
Power's rate of return on sales for street
lighting is 15%, contrasted with an 8.4% rate
..f'),'j"\
j
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··the Ic::JClhoLeg;s/ature'sER~ recission ...
. . . . . ;.' . . .
. Freedom. of the press, a.
cherished, privilege ~ can be
easily and dangerously abused
as was recently the case when
Ms. Marilyn Sandmeyer; of the
Women's Alliance, printed vi- .
cious untruths in her article
entitled "ERA;s Recission in .:'
Idaho . Legislature'", -in the
February 14th issue.vof" THE'
ARBITER. Wewillonlydispute.
· a: few:
· (1)' Her opening sentence
states, "Lyle Cobbs personally
informed us that he received
oyer ~,OOO letters as~g that he
vote to recind E~ and less than
· 12 letters in favor of ERA. To'.
verit}' this tally;' his staff called .
. . hundreds of his electorate with
the' following x:esults--600/0op-
Pose~1.:,PRA~ 200/0\sq~~r.ted·~
ERA';"jiiri-d" 20%o'ffered "no '
)~pinion ..• Senator Cobbs was'
L.!.Derelydoing his. job when he
voted' to r~~d. ERA· according.
to the desires of his district, as.
'.'did 17other 'senators~. LikeWise,
. Aldin.;Poner, a regional repre~'
sentative Qf the LDS Church in
Idaho, cOnfirmed that no church .'
money had bee~ donated to the'
StoP. ElM cause. '
(2) Ms. Sandmeyer incorrectly
interprets theslogan'''Christian .
·Women Against the ERA" as
.' being "generally; members of
the MormonChurcl~~' .. This
slogan and the butt~ris' upOn '.
.whic!t it appeared are sponsored
· and' paid for by National Stop
ERA and' used nationwide. by
· Christian . women of many'
." denominations.' . Does not Ms.
'Sandmeyer realize t~at Illany of.·.
the clergy in Idaho oppOse ERA
arid '.have made ··knoWn their',
views' at. Stop ERAmee~gs'in .
Boise 'and Pocatello?
. .
.~It is'rioth'ing new ·for the
. pro-ERA factions . to throw .
·tomatoes' at·. the .. predominant
·religions .of .different . areas ..' '.
When New. :York failed to pass
·the. state .ERA~ 'the Catholics
·became the .scapego;lt, . and
wheri MisSowifailed' to ratify, .
'. . the ,'ERA::' ammendment;.the .'.
. . ;.Baptist,sbec~.me the s~ape~oat,.. ;
• : Many: good. 9tri~ians!111tion~
.....wide oppose, the Equal ,lUgbts· .' .
. Animenmnerit. .. .
...... ; .. ","
would be-a siZeable figure." .
.. Not only were we informed that .
.the LDS Church neither sponsor
.ed nor financed the' fight against
ERA, but we learned from
Susan Hill, chairman of Stop
ERAm Idaho that their group
spent approximately $3,000 for
publications and 'expenses of
their invited' speakers at Stop
ERA rallies (including in these
expenses were those of Elder
BOyd K~ ~ackerii of the LDS
Church, who received no. renu- .
meration: or invitation from his :.
own cburch).ritls $3,000 came
entirely .from individual dona-
tions. Would Ms. Sandmeyer
be Willing' to disclose" the
sources and' amounts of money
Poured into the state and federal
~ttles for ERA? . How 'do the
Idaho proponents ·ofERA pay
the salary. of .their full-time
Jo~byist,Louise 'Jones? We can
-.document thousands of dollars
Qfstate,~dJederal money (our'
". tax' 'money)' being. used to
support ERA.. '
(4) hi reply to Ms. Sandmeyer's
remark that . those"· "Sunday
sermons' mustihave been an
absolute. brain-washing tactic;' ,
we assure you tiiat~ as members
. of the· University 1st Branch of
the LDS Church at' BS1), we'
heard no sermons neither. from."the 'pulpit .nor from the.Sunday·
Sch,ool .classroom . regarding
the ERA. hi fact, a letter'
written by the First Presidency
of the LDS.. . . .
. Church .tells chu~" m~~b~rs
not to use the chur~h buildmg
nor its. facilities fot ~RA or any
otherpoliticalr81lies. .
(5) Ms. Sandmeyer's clairrithat .
the LDSChurch "required those .
peOpie to load onto buses
headed for Boise: to do God's
·work". alsoexeinplities her lack '.
. of infonPation. . A' group of
Pocatello ci~izens,sporisored.by '.
'. 'StoppRA,of Idaho,,' paid their
·own way :on,acouple of buses to
·Boise in order to'.expr.:.~sstheir '.
opinionstotheir senator; "The
;only' ()ther ..group .bussed' .iJlto
Boise was pro~ERA; accOrding, .
to. our. iDforpultion.;' . .
. when women's. organiiations
were .little.known, the Prophet
'Joseph Smith established.the
women's' organization of· the
Church, the RellefSociet'y , as a ..
companion. body. of the Priest- ,
hood. The' Relief Society
continues to function today. as a
vibrant; worldwide organization .
aimed to strengthening mother»
'. hood and broadeningwonien's
learning and 'involvement in
religious, compassionate, cul-
tural, educatiolial,and
community pursuits. .
"hi Utah, where our .Church
·is headquartered, women re-
ceived the right to vote in 1870,
fifty years before the Nineteenth
Amendment to the Constitution .
granted the right. nationally ..·· .
"There have been injustices to.
women' before] the la~amt itt..
society generally. .'These we
. deplor~."
"There are' additional .'
rights to which women are··'
entitled. "
"However, we timily' believe
that the Equal Rights Amend-
ment is not the answer.' ~
. hi taking a philosophical stand
against' ERA; .the· Mormon
Church joins with theV.F.W.,
Nat'l. Council for Catholic
Women, Union of' Orthodox'
Rabbis, General: Assoc: of.
Baptist Chtirches, .'So~ial Coli"
· cems committee. for. the .Luthe-.· .
ran .. Church, Union of
.' Jewish Orthodox Congregations.;
· Rabbinical SoCiety of America,
'. Evangelical.· Sisters of'· Mary, .
American Council' of 'Christian
Churches,' Young Americans for
Freedom; Daughte~sof .the
American Revolution, Women
.. United to D.efend Existing
Rights, . and many other
.Christian orgllnizations. These
'. several organizations, while in
.favor of equal opportunity for all
people, .cannot .support. an
amendment that denies a'
woman theright]» 'be different
from a man; to bea mother and
a .lady. 'If .Ms. Sandmeyer
desires unisexual .treatment, it
is' already, under existing laws,
available.
Ms. Sandmeyer, we suggest
that in the . future before"
publishing. an article in. the
newspaper you verify' the .
. authenticityofyour information.
by Michael and .Christine
Grlfford>
University Year Far Actian
still ha., internships
ber,inNn, .•thi.,.umme ...
.'Recruiter an' c:ampull
.t;his week ";
.'.'2~D!ma.nth-flcad.mic
'C:redit-p'raf~T..ai"in,·
NOW IIPEN:
.ERA··opinion·.··.
. . ... . ;
brings"response
. '. Editor,' th~ .ARBITER
. After readitlg your February 14
issue I tossed it in the garbage .
can, but on 'second thought
decided. the article by Marilyn
Sandmeyer on the .' ERA",
recission needed responding to.'
Perchance no one. else has set
the record straight,' I 'would like
to. It appears as though Ms •
Sandmeyer is falling into the
uniformed and biased reporting
.thatisso common in the news
world today .
Firstly, no tithing money was
used for fighting the' ERA.
Tithing funds are sacred and
used to build Churches, temples,
and church buildings. Secondly,
no '.speeches were: given over
our church pulpits regarding'
ERA. On the ,contrary, the
advice from Salt Lake was
definitely that . our .churches
were not' to' be used for this
purpose. The only ERA'gather-
ing I attended 'was attended by
all faiths.'
As was stated 'by Action Post
Sunday, .if you wish to learn
more abouttheLDS Church,
there .are missionaries who.will
be happy to oblige,
. . Mrs. Melva McKenzie
. {
: '/ t.
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by Mark Brough
1) Who were the regulars that
danced everyday on ••American
Banstand" when it first aired in
1956?
2) What was the name of the
submarine in the television
show "Voyage to the Bottom of
the Sea" (1964)?
3) Who won the Gold Medal A
Record Four times in the Discus
throw?
4) In the T.V. Show, "The
Monkees" ,1966), what kind of
car did they anve around in'!
Horoscope
Stump
,;;-
TRIVIA RAT
5) Who played Perry Mason's
devoted secretary, Dell Street?
il) What was. Linda Ronstadt's
first hit song?
7) Identify each of the following
pair of initials of 10 famous
couples of screen lover .. and the
year they first appeared to-
gether on film. All made at
least seven movies together,
and in every case the man's
initials are first: (1) C.F.&J.G.,
1927 (2)C.G.&J.C., 1931 (3)F.A ..
&G.R., 1933 (4)E.F.&O.D.,
1935 (5)F.M.&C.C.,1935 (
(6)N.E.&J.M., 1935 (7)W.P.&
G.G., 1941 (8)S.T.&K.H., 1942
(9)P.N.&J.W., 1958 (10)R.B&
&E.T.,1963.
8) Name the football player
who scored the most touch-
downs in his rookie year?
9) Name the man William
McKinley d~feated in the 1900
Presidential Election?
10) In the t.v. show "Medic"
(1954), what was the name of
the Doctor played by Richard
Boone?
Scorpio: Extend yourself socially
For the week of Feb. 28
to Mar. 6
By' CONS, GINA, COPLEY
ARIES: [March 21 to April
19)--Pay attention to your
intuition. You have good ideas
now. Develop your own
philosophy of life. Both study
and travel are highlighted. In
all matters, think before you
acto-curb impulse and hot
temper.
TAURUS: [April 20 to May
20]--A ruptured friendship Could
be renewed now. Go' out of
your way to reactivate relation-
ships that were meaningful to
you in the past. Discuss
projects and problems with
mate and associates. Plan
carefully.
GEMINI: [May 21 to June
21)--New people are coming into
your life and social activities are
highlighted. A message from
an old love is possible. Combine
business and pleasure--get new
information. Your magnetism is
high, so use your charm.
CANCER: [June 22 to July
21)--Don't be a social butterfly.
Seek to form a meaningful
relationship that enriches your
personal life. In career matters
cooperation is key just now.
Don't seek to playa lonehand.
Put your dreams to work.
LEO: [July 22 to Aug.
21)--Outside pressures lift and
you have time to study, read and
learn. Finish up a profect·
you've been putting off--it will
go faster than you imagined.
Keep your spirits high and your
sense. of humor active. Get out
socially.
VIRGO: [Aug. 22 to Sept.22)--
Be open-minded and accepting
of ideas from spouse or
associate that are"different than
your own. At work do the most
unpleasant assignments first.
Don't make time your enemy--
be patient about reaching your
£oals.
LIBRA: [Sept. 23 to
Oct. 22)--Display your charm
and you will be much admired
now. A change of residence is
possible for some--all of you are
making new beginnings in some
manner. Pay attention to
symptoms of ill health if they
occur.
SCORPIO: [Oct. 23 to Nov.
21)--Extend yourself socially.
You have many invitations so
accept them. Slow your pace.in
driving, ect, Keep personal
affairs to yourself. At work you
can put your ideas into practice.
to make things run smoother.
SAGI'ITARlUS: [Nov. 22 to
Dec. 21):-You're in a very up
mood and may wish to give little
gifts to show appreciation to
those you love. Career matters
go well, your ideas are good and
health is fine. Don't read
trouble into your mate's conver-
sation.
CAPRICORN: [Dec. 22 to Jan.
19)--Feelings of tension and lack
of direction are temporary. Get
out more with friends. Your
fuate .or partner could . be
irritating but resist all tempta-
tions to quarrel. Buy something
nice for you both.
AQUARIUS: [Jan. 20 to Feb.
18)--A new friend of the
opposite sex can bring pleasure
in a platonic relationship.
Spend time and attention on
your appearance-- a new hair.
style, perfume, etc. A finacial
gift from a friend could save the
day for you.
PISCES: [Feb. 19 to March
20)--Some of you could open
your own business and feel a
surge of ambition. Domestic life
seems idyllic and new friends
come into your sphere. Lay the
plans for your future and work
steadily toward those goals.
Ranchers find that
coyotes dislike
"hot" mutton
To get the' word around, these
same researchers are working to
develop chemical spices--inc1u-
ding a synthetic tabasco-which
ranchers will be able to spray on
their stock. .
HOP~fu~ new method of
deterring the predator canine
from commercial livestock will
also end the volatile controversy
surrounding the control of
coyotes, which some groups see
as an essential national creature
while other folks are only able to
see the wild dogs in the sights of
a rifle.
(CPS)--Researchers at the Uni-
versity of Wyoming have
discovered something that
should bring happiness to
ranchers, animal lovers, con-
servationists, vegetarians,
sheep and, in short, almost
everything and everybody but
coyotes.
The Wyoming researchers,
bolstered by a $160,000 federal
grant from the Agriculture
Research Service, have dis-
covered that once coyotes
realized mutton in their area
have a hot or bitter taste they
will move on to other game.
A·C10 5S 28. Laver oftennis
1. Consumed 29. Dinner course
4. Castor or 30. Establish
Pollux
8. Fellow 31. College
12. Charged degree: abbr.
particle 32. Strides
13. Geometric 33. Yin
solid 34. Famous trio
14, Revolutionary of comedy
War hero. 36. Was
15. Inactive indisposed
17. Tightfisted 37, Sound from
person "Elsa"
18, Aft'ei:tations 38. Church part
19, Soil20. Military 39, Marian, et al.
instrument 41. Uses up
22. Shakespeare 44. Nicklaus, to
subject his fans 1. Assist
25. Cain's victim. 45. Become boring 2, Extremely
26. Spreads 46, Partner of 3. "Seeing red"
unchecked' - "bill" 4. Terrify
.. 27; llusiness .' 47 H~mlet f6'{ . ,·,ce:·'·5. QOdles ;".~: ..
. abbr<l\;lation',' •. one ' .;, :..? :~.Pisnl{TJ:~· -.',
r
r
t
i
i
\
12
7. Scale tone
8. Aviary sounds
9. Waste-maker
10. Malt liquor
11. Apiece
16. $.001
17. Emulated
Marcel
Marceau
19. Painter of
;<1 ;'.: ba~Je.t sc;nes
co, 20;:; Cu~tlDl(.. . -:
F:'· remarks""
21. German sub:
hyph. wd.
22. Chaucer
output
23. Play locale
24. Carried
26. Daytona 500
entry
29. Norse le/{ends
30. Still
32. AKC member
33. Sage
35. Heavenly
hur-ter
36.' Have
relevance
38. Wheel shaft
I 39. Center
·."1' 0: 40. Okl~h'o.nla city
. ~-:41. Auricle ,
~+-+~ 42. Spanish
nobleman
43. Turf
45. Ih quart:
abbr.
48. Card with
three spots
49. Finis
DOWN
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C
R
o
S
S
W
o
R
o
S
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'tony Bodge.·freshman·Yes, 1 ,,,;;;;4fh,""
thought the' queStion .was _.;;g~I
loaded one because ~I didn't ;§t;;;i
think it was truthful; if it ,were
, true they would' have started
foUndations' already.,
. .'
Kaday ...... juniOr-I guess
you couid say it was leading
because it did not state on the
questtonaire 'whether or not the
students wantedanin~ase In
fees.
'"
,, . 'A" '~:~';:I~'~I·r.:·I'···'0:'" ":11"':' :c:'e'·'-··: :'t':':" o',,': ..... ; ,"'~ '., -: .' " ,,' ,..: .'
" ., . . . sponsor Women's Day
. .
, .' future. This filin .is . truly. all charges against her are beiDa '
exPlosive and should make even . sent to Spokane County Prose-
"the most -fragile woman flex ~a : eutor Do~ald e.'Brockett (Coun- :, few' muscles. DOn't 'miss it.' . ty-city, Public Safety Buildin"
M..rch 8 p~mises to' be an' ': Spokane,., Washington,,' 99201)
'energy gathering day. Join us at . . and to Governor DiXy Lee Ray ..
ii:1S at the Capitol'building State Capitol,.~IYmpia, WUh-
steps and later at 7:00' p.m. in" inBton, -98504. ~e, Women',
the Nex PerCe room to,share and' Alli~nce< p,articipated., in'>_
.diSCuss a beautiful' film, "Wei- petitiOn 4ri,ve . last spring' ~d .
man to Woman.", . co~sponsored her speaking"eD- '
'" gagement,at. ~e 'YWCA and·
• • ", 'channe14'. -,Anyone interested ill
": An update'onYyonne Wanrow,' ., working. With . us"in' a-·new
'a COlVille Indian, WOMan con- petition drive this sprlDgsho{,td
. 'victed of second~ciegree mUrder' contact the' Women's' AlliBnce
and first. degree assault for . by atteiuJingoor meeting or by·,
defending herself and her sOD. .., dropping a note in our JJoxin the
'Darren against a well bOWD., student. activities office.
,child-molester' and rapist,.' b~s ,
:won her appeal. On January 7,
the Washington State Supreme
COurt ordered a retrial;. ~ling ,
that a. tape.' recording of
Wandrow's conversation with
,the police should not have.been .
, use'd. against her in :thetriat ..
, 'Letters .in ,suppo~ofWanrow
~emanding that the state drop
"~ocioeconom~c isolation, and'
oppression of all women -.There
is a'great pain in this film,' but
'.'alsO a' gre.at·joy, Communicated
'. iD. the faces of women atid young
girls4eterrnined .to·prevent the .'.'
•past from' oompromisingtheii'·. .
. . . .' . ".
" ... ,,,,' .. -,,,.,
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-Cold weather forces college closings
Washington,D.C.(Feb. 16,-
1977) While the recent cold
wave and natural gas shortage
caused shut downs at many
factories, elementary and grade
schools, and some commercial
operations, most institutes of
higher education managed to
keep the pursuit of knowledge in
motion.
A recent phone survey,
completed by the Association of
Physical Plant Administrators of
Universities and Colleges
(APPA), shows that only three
colleges in the nine hardset hit
states, were forced with ex-
tended closings. Steve Hoglund,
Research' Associate at APPA,
reported closings in West
Virginia at West Liberty State
College and Morris Harvey
College, and in Buffalo at the
State University of New York
(SUNY). While the West Virg-
inia closings were due to
reduced gas allocations with no
altemative sources available,
the shut down at SUNY was
caused by the severity of the
blizzards.
Of the schools that were
contacted, none had cancelled
any. student academic prog-
rams. Even when entire build-
ings had to be shut down to
conserve fuel, classes were
shifted elsewhere. More com-
monly, evening and Saturday
classes were reduced in number
or consolidated in fewer build-
ings. Significant\y, only one
college had gone to a 4-day
week, while many others repor-
ted conservation measures des-
igned specifically to avoid the
need to shorten the school week.
Perhaps the most striking
find is not that schools have
been taking a variety of steps to
conserve fuel; but that these
steps had already been taken
before the most recent wave of
cold weather. Hoglund believes
that physical plant adminis-
trators learned a lot from the
experience of the Arab Oil
Embargo of 1973 and now
demonstrate a "high energy
awareness and improved cons-
ervation practices." (A soon to
be released report by APPA will
show that colleges and univer-
sities, nationwide, have reduced
energy consuO'ption cons-
iderably during the past three
years, despite expanding enrol-
lments 'and increased floor.
space.)
The universities contacted in
the survey reported a wide
range of techniques to avert
more closings during the crisis.
'Savings were attributed to
techniques such as reducing
building temp~ratures and ven-
tilation; consolidating night and
weekend classes; cutting back
on ancillary educational prog-
rams such as adult education
classes and community prog-
rams; stockpiling coal in univ-
ersity parking lots; switching
from natural gas to altemative "
fuel sources; eliminating hot
water in academic buildings;
requesting people to use stairs
instead of elevators; and cutting
back use of electrical fixtures in
offices and student areas.
If another cold wave hits, some
college officials will be hard
pressed to conserve any further
without drastically impacting on
students. At least one univer-
sity, Ohio State, is working on
STAI\TING
FED.28
thru
MARCH 5
MAS M"
DIXON
BAR &CIGAR MIll MAIN ST. BOISE
an informal contigency plan to
move 3,000 students from one
dorm into the commons area of
two other dorms presently
housing 8,000.
Students will be affected by
"other aspects of the crisis» na-
mely, the cost. While the
colleges were able to keep their
doors open, their fuel costs
more than doubled, and in some
. cases quadrupled.
An energy manager for a major
state university was recently
quoted in the Congressional
Record as saying, "If we have
more increases (in energy
costs) it will directly or
indirectly, \hme out of the
pockets of two groups-- students
and taxpayers."
in order to further assist the
efforts of university conser-
vation programs, the Forum for
the Advancement of Students in
Science and Technology
(FASST), a nationwide mem-
bership organization, is calling
upon students and the leaders
of all campus groups to unite in
promoting a greater campus-
wide consciousness of the
energy dilemma. Student~ at
Roanoke College, Virginia, and
the University of Rhode Island
have already announced plans
to sponsor energy awareness
programs for students, faculty,
and administrators. Mainten-
ance crews at Heidelberg
College in Ohio have reported
receiving student help in plac-
ing plastic on all classroom
windows.
Organizations or student
activity deans interested in
receiving available information
on energy materials and cons-
ervation programs can contact
FASST at 1785 Massachusetts
Avenue, N.W., Washington.
D.C. 20036. Telephone:202-
483-2900.
Acne is becoming more
than "teenager's curse"
Campus Dige.st News SErvice
Acne has always been thought
of as the "teenager's curse."
According to popular fancy, a
'teenybopper must suffer from
pimples and blackheads until lie
or she "grows up" --and the
problem disappears.
Unfortunately, a recent survey
by the LOS ,ANGELES TIMES
indlcates that this is not the
case. More and more adults
seem to be suffering from
chronic acne--some starting at
the ag~ of 2S or older. And, say
the experts, its incurable.'
The disease most people
associate with adolescence costs
Americans of all ages an
incredible $75 million a year for
creams, lotions, and other
treatments--most of which do
little good for those who suffer
from chronic acne.
This chronic acne affects some
80 per centof the American teen
population, but hundreds of
. adults are beginning to suffer
from it too. The widespread
incidence of acne among adults
is a fairly recent phenomenon,
and a puzzling one, too.
Molenaar's ;s
just a few
blocks away ..'
Shop where terms
are convenient-
Atmosphere pleasant
and your patronage
appreciated-
Give us a try .....
rn~'
Jewelers
1207 Broadway
The Arbiter
needs a layout assistant.
Apply at the Arbiter office,
Owyhee Room, 2nd floor, SUB
There is no known cure.
Americans, thus, when they
spends tens of millions of
. dollars on creams, lotions,' sun
lamps and dermatologists are
merely treating the symptoms of
acne. The cause and its cure are
still shrouded in mystery.
Even more mysterious is the
fact that nowadays, even those
adults who didn't suffer from
. acne as teens, are finding
themselves bursting all over
with the ugly red bumps. Some
of these adults are aged 25, 30
and even 50. "" ." .
. "I'm seeing a population of
older people in their 30' s who
are getting' acne for the first
time," Dr. Lawrence Nichols, a
California dermatologist, who
deals with acne in 40 percent of
his practice, told the Times.
"I average one patient a 'day
who gets acne after the age of
25," added Dr. Donald Steele,
another California dermatolo-
gist. "My oldest patient is 54."
Explanations for this
postadolescence acne are' either
vague or nonexistant. Some
doctors even say the cases of
this phenomenon have not
increased, just the number of
patients seeking treatment for it
have.
"You think of acne as a teen
problem but between 40 percent
and 50 percent of our patients
are over 20, " claimed Dr. James
Fulton Jr., an outspoken de-
rmatologist
The doctors agree that while
acne has no cure, those
suffering from it would be better
off if they understood the real
nature of the disease.
"Part ofthe reason the public
is so ill-informed about acne is
because there is no cure. But
there are several different
treatments that can be used and
can be successful," said Steele.
"A common belief is that it is
caused by junk food or by eating
chocolate. But the latest scient-
ific evidence shows that there is
no predictable effect of food on
acne. And acne is not the result
of not keeping clean enough.
There is a stigma that is it a
dirty person, 'a dirty disease.
That's not true."
While no one can say for sure
what causes acne, there are
some things that seem to playa
pilftih.it'. Orteisthefact that
older women may get acne due
to hormonal changes as a result
of menopause. Stress and
mental strain has also been
linked to acne by some
researchers. And doctors know
now that heredity plays a role in
determining whether or not you
will have chronic acne.
"We know it runs in
families," said' Fulton. "And we
know that diet has little or
nothing to do with it. And
although we don't know what
causes it, we know that
emotional stress can make it
worse. "
So what can you do if you get
acne? There are as many
remedies as conflicting derm-
atologists. Some of the latter
hold with complex treatments
complete with shots, sun lamps,
different "creams and strict
diet. Others say this kind of
treatment does no good, only
makes the acne worse, and rips
Qff the acne sufferer. However,
there seem-to-be -some general
rules to follow in combating
acne that doctors generally
agree on:
(1) Keep your skin as clean as
possible, (2) avoid using make-
up, and (3) consult your doctor.
" :f1lsaAppearinr:J ..... .., .
. .' . . . ." ....
·····""ilsan.Eairchild ....
.', "
Nlarch.S·. .
. SUB Ballraam······S·p··· m·········· .. '
.. ' ..
Students $2.00
meneral' S4.DD
'l'ickel•• "ailable.tthitSUBlraro Baath· ....
..'Bud".tTap." If R.card. ..' '.
".'··...·wit:h..hi.··fDlk·.raC:~·lIa ...nd -.'
. "', ......·>March>ID·· .:
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~" '.' ... " ... - '. . .'
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.. Frederico Felllni ~:Italy
After dire<:tingVarietyLights with AlbEJrtoL.attuada,
Felllni made his debut as sole director on TheWhite
.Sheik; He had once been an artist on the~'fui1letti"
~ Italianrri~gaZlnesln which actors pose.in
serialized comic-strip adventures. The White Sheik
satirizes the fumettl's heroes and those readers who
.'believe them real: Felllnl's most humorousfihn, It .
contains:broad farce; caricature and the "fantastic, .
-.circus-like atmosphere typical of hls:world.Butthe .: .
subject also gives Fellinl an opportunity to·deal with. .~.
a theme which is central to his more serious works: .
·.thedangerofliving In a worldofone's illusions ..
. . .
t··
",..-
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entertai nment
Baldwin gives percussion concert
On Sunday, March 6, at 3:00
PM, the Boise State University
. Music Department will present
a percussion concert in the BSU
Music Auditorium, under the
direction of Dr. John Baldwin,
Associate Professor of Percus-
sion and Theory.
The Keyboard Percussion En-
semble will open the concert
with an original composition by
Dr. Baldwin entitled ALLEGRO,
a short work in sonata-allegro
form. Two other original works
will be Earl Hatch's THREE
CONCERT PIECES for marimba
quintet, and William Steinohrt's
TWO MOVEMENTS FOR
MALLETS. '
Arrangements made for the
BSU Keyboard Percussion En-
semble include Wendy Taylor's
arrangement of Scott Joplin's
THE ENTERTAINER and Dr.
Baldwin's arrangement of Art-
hur Romeo's QUE PASSA.
The Percussion Ensemble will
showcase two soloists. First will
be freshman percussion major ,
Mike Barry, drum set soloist in
Larry Spivack's FIP FOP.
FUPPE, a "concerto" for drum
.set. Catherine Elliot, one of the
BSU Music Faculty, will be the
mezzosoprano soloist in an
avant-garde work ,CRYSTALS,
bv Molineux. Tom Gauger's
GAINSBOROUGH, a very
difficult and exciting
quintet and Joshua Missal's
TWO MINIATURES will comp-
lete the concert. The TWO
LP Reviews ~
Hubert Laws "shines above them all"
by Freddie Vincent
Hubert Laws-The San Francisco
Concert. Recorded at the
Paramount Theatre in Oakland,
the LP features Bob James on
keyboards, Celea Dearclooff on
guitar, Harvey Mason on drums
and Garry King on bass. Also on
hand were numerous members
of the San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra conducted by Denis
Coteau.
But it is Laws and his flute who
shines above them all, tripping
lightly over a rolling beat.
The interplay between the jazz
musicians and the orchestra
works very well for an enjoyable
LP. Best cuts: "Modadji",
"Farandole. "
,
Keith Jarrett-Shades. The op-
ening cut, '\Shades of Jazz",
reminds one of the hard-flag-
ging bebop days. But this isn't
that form of jazz expression by
any means. The pianist's
current foray does lean on some
bop patterns but the music has
its own muscular, tone with
Armbiter deadline Tuesday
Tomorrow (that's Tuesday
March the First) is the
'absolute deadline for entries to
the' National Armbiter cover
contest. Entries must be in full .
color, 8 inches by 10 including
quarter-inch border, either
drawing, painting, or photo-
graph, and must include the
****************-,. , TEQURAPARTY ~
~ EVERY MONDAY 8·12PM ~
,. AD shots of ~
,. PANCHO VILLA -iC
~TEQunA ~
,. Drawings for ~* T·ShIrts, Sombreros, Belt iC* Buckles iC
~ EVERYTUESDAYNIGHT :*COUNTRYWESTERN MUSIC iC
:EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT:* DANCE CONTEST ~
*Best couple on the floor wins ate
~case of beer. Contest at 10~00te
)fP.M. :
* EVERYTHURSDAY NIGHT iC
* "Down Memory Lane" iC
~Dance to the music of the iC
* 40's,50's & 60,s. ~* FRIDAY & SATURDAY iC
~ NIGHTS ~
* Dance to 1<
*The latest Disco Music:ote
: EVERYNIGHT t* Spirits-Games. Dancing iC
* Pinball-Foosball·Pool iC
~ Happy Hour-2 for r ~* Mon. thru Fri. 5PM-7PM ~* No Cover Charge iC
:UNCLE SAM'S DISCO:* 712 N. Orchard iC* [formerly The Turtle] iC
~***************l
Armbiter creature .(anywhere
and any size as long as it's
visible). Also, since we get off
on corporate logos, the words
"The National Armbiter" must
appear on top of the cover, any
color, same size and typestyle as
on the last Armbiter cover.
The lucky winner will be
awarded S90 worth of books
(winner's choice of books,
naturally) from the Campus
Store and S10 credit toward the
services of the Outdoor Activi-
ties Center.
drummer Paul Motian ampli-
fied. Dewey Redman's tenor
sax plays angular lines in
tandem with Jarrett's own
dynamics. Jarrett wrote the five
tunes whose main melody line
shouldn't cause any key compo-
sers to shudder. This is not an
LP built around disco tempos.it
is an adventure to be sure and
one which may cause some new
listeners to stumble, especially
on the cascading, open "Dia-
tribe". Best cuts:"Shades of
Jazz", "Rose Petals", "Dia-
tribe" .
George Benson-In Concert·Car·
negle Hall. The well doesn't
seem to run dry of previously
recorded 'Benson material now
that he's a top performer. This
LP shows his fleet fingering and
romance with Wes Montgom-
ery-styled playing when this
concert was taped in January of
1975. There is a sweetness to
Benson's playing which emerg-
es in those jazz performances,
aided and augmented by Hubert
Laws on flute, Ronnie Foster on
keyboards, plus multiple bass-
ists and drummers. A synthe-
sized string sound plus
George's soft vocalizing on
"Summertime" are good con-
trast to the ever loping sound of
his improvisations. Best cuts:
"Take Five", "Octane", "Sum-
mertime".
Stanley Turrentine-The Man
With the Sad Face. An all-time
virtuoso of the tenor saxo-
phone, Turrentine here creates
another shimmering assortment
of soul-crossover powerhouse
songs. With his own production,
the charts of David Van DePitte,
a well-chosen selection of
material and an impressive
assortment of big-name soloists,
every element is intop form for
tasteful commerciality. It's im-
possible to get tired of Turren-
tine's sax work. He truly plays
the instrument with the expres-
siveness of a human singing
voice. Best cuts: "Evil ways",
"Man with the Sad Face",
"You'll Never Find Another
Love Like Mine", "Love Hang-
over."
MINIATURES have special me-
aning for Dr. Baldwin, as Mr.
Missal his undergraduate the-
ory teacher at Witch ita, Kansas,
and he played in the premiere of
. the work in the Wichita State
University Percussion Ensem-
ble.
The concert is part of the
Student Ensemble Series, and
admission will be charged at the
door: adults,S2.00j students and
senior citizens,S1.00jBSU facu-
lty/staff/students, free.
Jazz Ensembles
slate concert
The Boise State University
Jazz Ensemble will be in concert
Thursday, March 3,1977, at 8:15
PM. This program, held in the
Special Events Center will
feature 2 big bands as well as a
jazz combo. Under the direction
of Michael L. Samball, the
ensembles will perform the
.music of such notable persons
as: Chick Corea, Count Basie,
Woody Herman, _.Thad " Jones
and Stan Kenton.' ':
Tickets for this concert will be
available at the door; adults
52.00j students and senior
citizens,Sl.OOj .BSU faculty/sta-
ff/students, free. Area school
band members will beadmitted
free.
UNCLE REMUS AND THE
IDAHO CITY VIGILANTE
COMMITTEE, Levi's Alley
Mon.-thurs.-BILLY BRAUN, frL
sat.-DAVE GARRETT, The
Sandpiper
JOE BALDASARRE, Iron Gate
KIT 'AND KABOODLE AND
THE KEESTER SISTERS, Holi-
day Inn
BOISE AFFAIR, Dino's
WALT DAWSON" Symposium
MASON DIXON, Bouquet
RICK MOORE AND ROGER
MILLER, The Other Office
LEON REDBONE, ,WILSON
AND FAIRCHILD, March 8,
BSU Student Union
DAVE GARETS'* March 10,
BSU Student Union
ON THE TOWN will be
appearing weekly in the ARBI-
TER and will list the entertain-
ment available in Boise and the
surrounding area.
in: addition, .th~ : ,revisions .'.:,
eXtelld:the life of the' progt.ams
frOridbur :to sa' years. , ... ' .
. These revision~are contained' '
in a:iu~wfederal Jaw' recently,,'
passed by Congress' and' signed":. ., . . . . .
. ,
, [coDL,~m'p.6l,
ofthe image building. eommer-
cials Idaho. Power has been
runiting lately.>" Executive ..
salaries are generi111yhigher in',
IOUsthan in publicly owned
, .system. ,"'And publiCly. owned
systems generally spend far less
than investor owned utilities on
public 'relations, and lobbying.
. These -factors partiatly acCount
for the fact that the cost per kwh
delivered. by· Inunicipalutilities
(not countirig retained earnings)
is ~bout 30 percent less than the
cost per 1cwhdelivered by IOUs.
,The ovemding reaSon for the
.lhiglierri'atesicharged by'I(i)Us~is
, however, tIratt:theyrhavertO:·t*Y
dividends to their stockholderS'.
IOUs typically..pay out dividends'
. in the, ;':neighborhood of 15
percent oloperating revenues ..
Idaho 'Power is fairly typical .in
this i'egard~, and; as the rate of.
. return .from 'residential sales is
. 12 perCent-~well abovec the sA
perCent average; it's, probably a
fair estimate to' ~ay that almost l'
out of every four dollars you pay.
in electricity. bUts is sent out of
.: . , .... :.-:: •. .:.,.~: ...~~." ..... .;...J.'.. -.-' •. & _.,. .- .' '. • .
Idaho 'as dlVldtmds (94',percent
ofldaho Power's stock is owned
by out-otiifa~ iftt~fe~s)~:;:.h
In contrast, necause they have
no stoc~~!4.er~ t<?, pay; ~u~ici- '
pally 9wned sys1;ems 'i'etam .ap- , .
proximately?wice the percent-
age of. operating revenues that
lOll's retain. This means that '
municipally oWned systems can .
finance much more of their .
building themselv,es' without,
.'borroWlngthan'can IO-ps.: This
in: tum means that their rates
.will rem~inlow; ,
lUlVeb~~nmad~ in~~~Federally:
,Ins,l,lfed:'Student ',Loan Program ,
, " . , .by :·the' new.revisiOns. '. rust; ..
.' Under'. the '" revisions, ", the. " . lender~ will: be allowed toeal'ii
, I!laximum for:Basic Educationai " ' more interest on the 'loans, thus',.
,OpPQrtunity Grants (BEOG) will:, "Ho\\,ever~ no 'BEQG "grant: ' •. ~thougti tbe~ork~studylim-" increasingthe,ineentive' ', for'
.berilised ft:omSf,400,to si,sOo may exceed one-half the total of'· its'oflO .to 15~ours ~r week, :lend~g in~itlJtions to jom ' the .
a year. beginning the. 1977-is '.' an institutiQn's fees, book costs . 'will-be mairitained, ,the new .. : program. Second .. the ,govern-
school .year, The program will "an.d ~m~aJ1~~board ~xpeits~s. proVisions'increase futjding for' mentWill, pay interest on the '
insure that ,every'-high·school 'the program from 5450 million'. ,loans 'while students from
: graduateh,as a Sl,800 base for . , Eljgibility for grants is d~er- " in fiscal 1977 to S720 niillion in, ... families' With 'adjusted annual.".
, PQst-secondary education. If a mined through 'an' evaluatiQn, of fiscal 1982. ' . '. . incomes of up to S2$,OOOare. itt·
student cannot raise 'all of the . a financial statement obtained " 'school. The ceiling pr~Viously' . '
,Sl~800, then BEOG,willmake up frorila student's parent(s) or Finally, two major. changes ha(i beenS15,000. .
In attem'pting, to, counter the .
,arguments of public, power
advocates, aPQlogists for'· the
IOUs gen6rally rely heavily on
the moth-eaten argument. that
'w.ithout the ILUs taxes would go
up drastically. That argument is
totally lacking ,substance.
" Because of investment .tax'
credits, IOUs pay only about 2.5
, percent of their operating
revenues .in federal income.
. taxes. .About one quarter, of
them, (Idaho Power included)
have, in some reci::nt'years,paid
no federal income taxes at all.
.Th,~ir,other t~es a~ pai4: t~ a .. '
.~varietY'of' state; , r~'glo~al' and, ,
.' 'l<:icai' agenCies.' Th.us,,.it's not'
• . surprising thaf in California
'cities with publicly owned ~wer
systems receive about ten times .
as much in-lieu payments from
therr publiCly owned .systems,
than' cities se~ed by IOU~
,.rec~ived in. taxes~ .- '. .... .
Given the above, it's not too
surprising that' Idaho 'Power
doesn't want to see .any
, discussion ' on' the merits of
, public ~ersus private, (,)wnership
of utilities. ..' ..
•••. ., ... -.- -
Just' what we n~ .dep't ••~ ,
. AcCording' to an' unsigned
article in the iatest focus,'
entitled "'kids-Police ToMingle
, Inschoois,"" , .'
, "With the help.of a 5107,000
'grant '&Om the Law, Enforce- '
ment. Plaumlng CoJlunlsslon, .
IOcai poUce WIll· be' pbwed In '
, IOcai sehOoIs... "The Idea be· '
".' hind the proJect,. 8ccordlng to .
. .,,:' . .'.
BSU . psychologist Dr~ Steve
'Thurber,ls to keep .uniformed
pOUce cODs~t1y around chUd~
len.
casualties by a ratio of ten totion, lack, of hope in the
one. " . ',' future--will' obviously remain
To the ,extent to which you' untouched by a police-in-the-
, respect authority, that is, to the ' schools program; To solve those
..extentto which you allow others problems would require a
to make' oecisions, for you, you 'drastic reorganization of our
become less human, you give up , . , socio-economic system, a .reor-
your most human attributes--the ganization which most of our
ability to think for yourself and "mental health" experts, .very
the ability, to control your own 'plainly do not contemplate.
life. They're paid for treatingsymp- .
'It;s true, of course, 'that . toms and that's :what they'll
juvenile va~dalism, crime, and continue to do.'
drug' .abuse are very serious
problems. The poli~e-in -the-.
schools program will, 'however,
iifno way solve ~ose prol1lems .
, This program'is '8 . chissical
atte'mpt to sOlve a problem by
attacking its effects rather than
its causes. .
The .roOt causes of juvenile'
delinquency--boredom, aliena-
"Thurber, as director of
evalaatlon uid training,' says
the: 'proJect "could 'have' an·
Important efi~t ..on chUdren's_
behaVior.. '. " ,.'
"About the only dme students
see pollee Is whim, there Is ..'
,trouble~" .
'''Oneethe kids See tile pollee
In a pOsitive ~t, he, thinks
.thelr respect for other authority
,figures .could lJic~.' That
could mean a 'reduction' In
pioblem behaVior •
. ,"ft d.e'8Isty~ IS ~u~,'
.the gr8nt Could. grow to, ~
5300,000 total over a three year
. period." . . .
As Hugh Soottonce said, I'm
"shocked and dismayed" by
this· information. The' purpose
o{-this':program, to. instill in
',' childr~n ,a "respect for. i.au-
thority figures,'" is both, ."
dangerous. and . disgusting.
, What this Society needs is less; .
, much iess,' n9t :more r~speet for
l'Uithoiity. It \Vas respect' fot
authority which lec::1the German
youth 'to •serve' Hitler in the
Wehrmacht and the concentra-
tion .camp's. I{wa~' respect for
,authority which led my genera- ..'
. tion of young Americans, to
become cannon fodder in a war
which served neither, -their
interests nor the interests of the
vast majority "of the American
people, a war' in which civilian
casualties outnumbered military
. Interestingiy enough, Thur-
ber's rationale, that ','about the
onl~1~~!"~.~t?de~ts fiee Police,is .
when there IS trouble;'" can be .
'appiied to virtually any' se~ment .
of the population, including .
, ,
parents. " .
, What's next Steve, a cops~in-
the-home program? '
'.'1N" 1tOO worth, of prizes $90 gift cert~fic(Jtefr()m Your Co."'~p.usn .. ' .,.' " ' .Store &'$10 credit from·,Outdoor·Actlvltles
NADONALARMBI'I'ERCOVER c()NtEST'
, • • '. .,. ,., • • • T _. / •
, 3. lETTERIN'o.:'mustsayTHE NATIONAL ARMBI'fER' .
iiiProfile style (Chartpakbfimd>thisInuSt.be placed at the
top of. the design. '" " , . '
April 1; 1977 -~ must also be include~ .
. . Vo.l. n, Is~ue 2 ' "
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Priest smokes offering to god
(CPS)--For Rev. Wilber
Minzey, head of the Shiva
Fellowship, practicing his reli-
gion means that pot is smoked
in a sacramental offering to the
god Shiva. But the state of
California has kept Minzey
behind bars since June 1971
because he led numerous public
rituals in San Francisco's
Golden Gate Park.
The Hindu pot priest learned
his religion in the _holy city of
Benares, India. Poet AIlen
Ginsberg has given written
testimony ofL such Shivite
ceremonies in Benares and
Calcutta. D. Michael Aldrich
informed the court about the
sacramental use of marijuana
and Minzey's lawyers asked for
the same religious consideration
which the California Supreme
Court offered to the Native
American Church which uses
peyote in its ceremonies.
No go. Minzey received on to
ten years for possession of
marijuana and another ten years
for "furnishing" minors with
dope.
After several years, the Adult
Authority (California's parole
board for men) settled on
definite sentences for Minzey:
six years for possession, and 13
years for "furnishing". Release
is set for May 8, 1984.
Bloomingdale's uses
pot plant in catalogue
sitting on a window ledge.
According to High Times
magazine, it is not known if the
executive of the posh New York
department store were aware of
the presence of the pot plant on
page 55 of their catalog. The
promotion was mailed to thous-
ands of Bloomingdale's charge-
account customers.
(CPS)--Bloomingdale's, a
leading department store in
New York and recently in
Washington D. C., a leader of
the nouveau chic, issued its
January catalog with a subtle
promotion for pot. Included in
one of a series of photographs
advertising window blinds on
sale is a large marijuana plant
"messen~:er service
Announcements, notices of meetings, student classifieds .and
personals are printed free of charge in the ARBITER
MESSE;NGER SERVICE. Items must be submitted by Thursday
The foDowlngpositions are open
on campus for eUglble work
study students:
Art Dept. needs art models
ASB needs typist with short-
hand
Internal Auditing needs an
upper dlvlslon accounting stu-
dent
Management and Finance
needs a typist, morning hours
Migrant and Multi-cultural Ed-
cation needs good typist,
morning hours
Nursing Dept. needs a typist
Vo-Tech, LPN program needs a
typist
Please contact Jane Woolsey,
Career and FInancial Services,
Rm 117, Admlnistration Bldg.
for additional information.
(helP wanted)
Director Don Hawkins an-
nounces that tryouts for "The
Sunshine Boys" [last play of the
season] will be held In the Green
Roomat the Boise Little Theater
on March 3 and March 4 at 7:30
p.m, Cast Includes four men
and two women, and the play Is
a story about two old vaudeville
comics who have beeu feuding
for years.
H anyone has a copy of "No
Man Knows My IDstory," by
Fawn Brodie that they're willlng
to lend, trade or sell, would they
please leave a message for
Chuck at the Arbiter office.
noon.
The BSU .Jaba'l Association
invites you to learn about the
origins and history of the Baha'I
Faith this Thursday [MarCh3] In
the CarIbou room of the Student
Union at 2:00 pm. Join us as we
dlscuss the bfrth of world
reUglon In modem tlmes-- a
unlque Revelation illUllllnatlng
the purpose and explalnlng the
progression of manklnd's ex-
perience with reDgloos systems
of the past.
Order your 1976-77 Annuals at
the SUB Info booth now---prlce
$3.00.
announcements
Orientation Meetings for the
National Student exchange pro-
gram will be held every Thurs.
untO March 3rd at 3:30 pm,
-Feb, 17th In the Bannock
-Feb, 24th In the Bannock
-March 3rd In the Teton
AUInterested In exchanging for
the fall of1977 please attend. Or
contact Christa Bax/Rene Cle-
ments-Programs office Phone
385-1280.
BSU Women's Alliance Is
sponsoring a city-wide interna-
tional Women's Day rally at the
state capitol steps, 12:00 noon--
speakers and music starting' at
12:15 and the film "Woman to
Woman" will be shown at 7:00
pm In the Nex Perce room, also
to commemorate international
Women's Day. Donations to the
Women's Alliance will be
accepted.
Volunteer Income Tax Assi-
stance Is available at no charge
every Wednesday until April 15
In the Nex Perce room &om
10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m, with
'additional sessions held on
March 26 and April 9. This
service is Intended for those
people who cannot afford to pay
for professional Income tax
aslstance.
The Boise Chapter of the
National Organization for Wo-
men [NOW], will be meeting
Tuesday, March lst, 7:30 p.m.
at the YWCA, 720 Washington.
Speaker will be Pat Erlich,
discussing Idaho Laws Effecting
Women. AU Inte~sted persons
are invited to attend.
James Hutcherson, dfrector of
the 1977 Music Week produc-
tion of Camelot, has announced
a company call for Tuesday,
March Ist, AU members of the
cast and crew are asked to
attend the meeting, which will
be held at 7:00 pm at the Kress
Building, between 9th .and 10th
on Idaho Street.
Any member unable to attend'
should contact James Hutcher-
son at 376-5723.
Volunteers are needed &om
the commnnlty to work on set
construction for Camelot. Any-
one Interested may call MIke
Westenskow at 342-0805.
TEACHERS at all levels Foreign
and Domestic Teachers Box
1063 Vancouver, Washington
.98660.
Try-outs for "The Sunshine
Boys", written by NeD Simon
and directed by Don Hawkins,
will take place In the green room
of the Boise Little Theate r
Thursday, March 3 and FrIday,
March 4 at 7:30 p.m, The last
play of the BLT season, "The
'Sunshine Boys" cast Includes
four men and two women. The
story concerns two old vaude-
ville comics who have been
feuding for years. Performance
dates are May 13 through the
21.
~
"In a plain brown wrapper,
please!": the 1977 cold-drfll
with The Hot ThrlU ["I Viciously
Attack~d My Own Daughter!"
"My Husband Was My TrIck,"
"A Day In the LIfe of Death,"
and "Daddy, You Made Me Do
IT!"], on sale March 21,
Bookstore.
BLANK TAPE. Low discount
prices on case lot sales. Audio
Magnetics, BASF, Capitol,
Maxe~l, Memorex, Scotch,
XHE. Free catalog. Send Now!
Mobile Sound Warehouse, 4255
S. Glenstone, Dept. 34, Spring-
field, Mo 65804.
Answers
to Trivia Rat
Page 8
7) Charles FarreIl & Janet
, Gaynor, Clark Gable & Joan
Crawford, Fred Astaire &
'Ginger Rogers, Errol Flynn &
Olivia de Havilland, Fred
MacMurray & Claudette Col-
. bert, Nelson Eddy & Jeanette
MacDonald, Walter Pidgeon &
Greer Garson, Spencer Tracy &
. ,Katherine Hepburn, Paul New-
man & Joanne Woodward,
Richard Burton & Elizabeth
Taylor.
9) William J. Bryan (D)
10) Dr. Konrad Styner
1) teenagers Bob Clayton,
Justine Carrelli, Ken Rossi and
Arleen Sullivan.
2) "Seaview"
3) Al Oerter, U.S. 1956, 1960,
1964, 1968
4) A reddish-purple 1966
pontiac G.T.O., phaeton (no
windows), named "The amon-
keey Mobile".
5) Barbra HaIl
6) "Different Drum", 1967,
with the' group The Stone
Poneys
personals
"Soon will the present-day
order be roDed up, and a new
one spread out In its stead."
Baha'u'Dah
.The. :Big' 'SkyConference
,chanipionsh,ip,:wrestling tourn-
. 'ament:at . MissOUla" is. this
weekend, March:4 and' 5, and'
coach· M:ike 'Young's' BSU .
'. BroncosneV,er had .a better
chance. at the title. . . . .
"Wehave.s~ven people who"
have' a good chance 'to: wiD the
championship," sa:y~ .Young,
who has led BOise'State to three
".. lep,gue ClVWnsin his four years '
asheadcoach~ .
.Tho~e seven, barring any,
'. mishaps '. iIi :.training between
'. :now andFrid~Yi' . all have"
positioJ1sin the meet .sewed up.
Hector. Cedillo,· a s.enior. at .
U8, . willb,e . meeting his'
toughem. competitor in>Weber
, State's Mike Isom. Cedillo has
beaten Isom twice this'year, but
had to scrap. and come from
behind to edge bom out by two'
points a week ago.
Junior Leotl Madsen, 126
poullds,finlshed third in the
BSACiast 'y~ar and"shouid h~ve·.: eariiei' this yea~ drew Wat~nin: . MSU'~,Ri~hPark~not to' ..:seems to have the' upper hand in .
:a Clearrout'e ~o·'the champion. ·~.·a tough match. i-I; Aiso . .. mention ISU's sfr~ngLYle. ·'theheavies .. ·.:. .'. .
ship, as he hasn't yet b~en .promisiIig is Montana's Francis' ThomPso.n; Price'8Jid ThomPsOlC .' . : . As fax:as squadsgo, "Babe"
,defeated in. .the' Big Sky this Rollins, who was beaten by..... havebothbeaten Billingsley m ' . Caccia's' ISU B~ngals' look to
year.., Grasso last wee)('9-2, butstinis~lose decisions this y~ar.· .. '" have the.best chance.to tak~ the
iIi contention. . . . Billingsley,. Brady' 'and '. league . title away from BSU..
.' Another returningtitlist, Tim' . Cedillo also allhave shots'atthe ..Thc>.inpson,Etcheniendy,
. Matthews, bas not been beaten : 142 position, along with" fresh-" Young,' Farmer and Ponce have
in theBlg Sky tl:tisyear attn . man Dave Smith. Weber's. all beaten BSUopponents at
pounds. Last year as a junior. Jackson could possibly wrestle '. least once-' this . season; arid
. Matthews took the .Big Sky at 'in thatweight, and as if' thatYoullgaiid Ponce could take
190 pounds. . isn't enoughof a threat, ISU's . their weight. Class' titles.
Gary Etehemendy is also chal- Montana is next, with Nix
lenging in that class, if Craig puttingtrp Ii barrier for Young,
Young doesn't. Brady appears. and Price close to the best
to have the edge in BSU's' 142 t34~p()und wrestler in the
race, as J:1ehas'been cOmpeting.' coriference.··· . .
'iri that class' for most of theW~ber 'State', Montana State
season. and Northem: Arizona should
. . 'battle for last 'place. NAU looks
like the 'best bet, having just
. replaced their Coa~h. .
.Th.e Broncos have just finish-
ed an 11·10 dual match ,season, .'
losing many meets on the road'
.in the midwest .
Winners in the Big Sky meet
. will advance to the. national
finals March 18"19.
" .
Joe Styron, back from a'
shoulder injury, will be wrest- .
· ling at 150. The junior will face'
· stiff challenges from Neil Nix.of .'
Montana and Bruce Anderson of .
Montana State, Craig. Young of
Idaho State could wrestle either
'.at lSO,pounds or 14~ this year;
Young decisiQnedStyron 6-2
earlier this year. .
. . . ...
·.'. Randy Watson could. become
. the second BroncO in history to .
win fOUfStraight Big Sky titles ..
His chief opponents at 158'
pounds will' be Richard Hoopes
of Weber, who' decisioned
BSU's .Mike Brady 3~2Iast.
week, and Montana's Benjamin-
Hendric,ks. "
. SophomQre Lou Grasso.at 167
· pounds will face a ~eal challenge
in ISU's Brian Farmer::, who
. '"'.,
. Ste.ve Needs, ariother senior,
, won last year's Big Sky title at
'.' 177 pounds~··Needs, again, has
not been' beat~n'by a Big Sky
WreStler at 190 pounds this year,·
and will be wrestling at .that
weight.. ' .
The other three positioris. are
open as pf yet; There. isa
three~lDan ''.race for' the 134··'
pcund class. Senior JhnBil-
lmgsley;, sophomore John ,Brady
.and freshman Rudy Cedillo are
vying for the' dubious honor of
going against Montaila;s Otis
Price, WSC's Lynn Jackson and
. '
.The heavyweight class spot is
. also up for grab~between junior
. Ken Moss and senior' Brad
.Moulton. Moss has been hand·. .
ling the job recentiy,. but· wouid
give up quite a few PQunds to.
most competition, wrestling out
of his .usual 177-Pound Class.
.Atito~gothers, ISU's Tim Ponce .
.".':
.'"
:", .
W,-J;Penprepare.,for"'.casfern
by JuDe Howard .
With a 14-3 season recOrd,
including eleven consecutive
wins, the Boise State women
will more.' than 'likely be '.
top-seeded ,at. the: NCWSA
Eastem Area· Regional Tourna-
ment'March 3"5.m .MosCow..
. The third-tanked Bronco rec-
.ord falls short only to Washing·
ton and Portland State who will
· be competing Concurrently· in
the Northern-Southern Regional
Tournament in Portland.
In'' addition' to BSti the
Eastern Area Tolirnament' will
iJiclude ....Central Washington,'
Broncogyrnnasts
edge Montana
by Julie Howard
'The Boise. State gymnaSts
, slipped past the University .of .
. Montana Saturday in what was
.probably the strongest,· most ..
Competitive duw meet ; for the.
BronCosSo far this season. BSU
.'defeated Montana127.35 points .
to 125.50. '. . ....
. "I :think we took' them' by .
surprise,", said BOise State
'.coa~h Pat. Holman •. "Ttiey
. arrived here expectin:g to .,~.
. andbecaniec ,iierYous ..at: the
". "closenes~~fth~Sc6res:'.aitd' that:·
affected their perforinabee. Had
theybit'o~everYthing ,th~y '.
would' have· won." , ..... .',. .' . ' .
. '..Marsha" liamnto~ ~as the."
. only Montana: ·g~;mna.st'to ..' .
. . perform up to par' forber ~eam.
. l ....She plaCed first in:theva1JJt:an4
",floor exel'Cisesareas' arid s~eOrid.
. :. 011 the: b~s: and:beam'to~am'
the,top'atl~aro'und ii~l1orsand '.
pare '.her· teani'·to··witlliii'two·
'. pointsof&iSe' Stat:~>, ..
Eastern Oregon, Montana and 'The top two, teams at the
Montana State,' Idaho, Wash· Eastern Regionalsand the top
ington State and Eastern Wash~ two te.amsfrOm the 1'lorthern·
ington·. ..... '. Southern Area Regionals:qualify
Boise: State's tournament for the NCWSA Large College
chances look promising as the Regionalsscheduled for, March
Broncos have defeated all .the 11-12 here at BOise State; ,
above. teams this. season with The fa:cttbat BSU is hosting'
· the only exception being East- this. last-step-before-nationa:ls.
em Washington who~e BSU. tournament puts the' pressure
women did not CQmpete against, on the Boise State women
this seaSon.' . . according to BSU center JoAnn
· . "We've' beaten a:lltheseBurrell. .
teams bytwenty 'points, but it's . "Theotherteams are going to . ~~~ll""""~""~"
usually' been a dose game up', . be more determined to get us .~ 'L G ' " 1
'until halftime," . said Boise.· .'.out because we;re the host I'" I HTWEIGHT ~'
coach'Connie Thorngren. "Any ..'team," she said. "In p,ast years I·' " CYCLES ~
team in this regionCQuld play the host team of a tournament·. I' .. •.. , ~
· close.'" got ail automatic berth, but not . 1 ' .". .' '1
The tournament will be single this year." . ,... , .... '. ~ ~
elimination with a modified ,The BronCos. who missed 1 .~
consolation bracket. This means going to nationals last year 1 .~'.
that the'secOnd place qualifying' when they lost to Portland State .. ~ ~ , ,I
team may be chosen bya ,by two . poiDts, are keeping ~ ~
Sunday-morning . play-off be- "nationals .way in the back of .' ~ : 1
tWeen the consolation bracket ,their minds this year. ...' .1, 1
winner and the team thatioses "We'know theiinportanceof I· 1
'"to the tournament, Winning the tWo reJDaining 'weekends:'" ~,', .~
team. BOth teams will have lost . said BSU 'guard Ehline Elliott~ ~
only one' game, thus creating "We must th,ink . first about I·
, the need for a play-off game. being. the best~the'No~weSt I' . .
'if===:==:;::::::==========::=:~::::::=:!===~ ..-~lc:='~ .
Phone: 34W371 I '. '
.·.!1U9'BROADWAy
,'.,~ . 3"3~3782" i·1" . ~RUNBY CYi:usrs/oli CYCLISTS" '~
'1" . 'I."f PEUGC)T "U:EIGH .·1
1 BICYCLES from I"
~ ,'''50.00,: ~,.lL.............._ ............_ ........~. '
.before we can consider nation-
als.": .
Of the four teams who do
qualify. for' the "large .college
regionals in BOise, only one will
advance to the 1977' AlAW .
National Basketball Champion-
ships held' this year at' the.
University of' Mirlnesotain
Minneapolis, .Minnesota March
23-26.
.. . ~'.\ . '.
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4he 1Boise u
the above. Goetz sank long
jumpers, tip-ins, slam dunks ...
the works. He was 9 of 14 from
the floor for 64 per cent and a
total of 21 points.
-John Mayfield, while scoring
only 7 points, pulled down, 10
rebounds in a solid perform-
ance.
by Rob Chastain
The Broncos finally lived up
to their potential as a basketball
team Friday night. Showing the
cool and poised play that
befitted their early season
promise, BSU crushed playoff
bound Gonzaga 100-84.
Bus Connor's club took the
lead early and kept it between 8
arid 15 points the entire
evening. Not since the Broncos
defeated WAC member Colo-
rado State 60-52 on December
23 has Boise State so firmly
controlled a basketball game.
A small crowd of 2,215 in
Bronco Gym grew increasingly
vocal as it became evident that
not only was' Boise State not
going to blow the big lead, but
that the elusive 100 point mark
was also' in reach. The fans
sensed early it was a "com-
plete" Bronco team they were
viewing, and not the somewhat
uncertain team of weeks past.
Six relaxed and confident
Broncos provided the bulk of the
effort, five of them scoring in
double figures:
-Steve Connor pumped in 23
points, most of them from his
u~uaI20-25 foot range, and was
7 of 7 from the charity stripe.
-Trent Johnson sank 7 of 11
floating jumpers for 14 points.
-Steve Barrett also went 7 of7 at
the free throw line (including
two important points late in the
game when Gonzaga had closed
to 8), for a total of 11.
-Danny Jones, delighted the
crowd with a combination of
short jumpers, twisting layups,
and a number of slam-dunks
from a' variety of airborne
positions. Jones finished 9 of 15
from the field with 4 of 4 free
throws, for 22 points. Further,
he led rebounders of both
squads, pulling down 14 for the
game's high.
-Kevin Goetz, unfortunately a
senior playing his next-to-last
game for the Broncos, did all of
.~
Gonzaga also put five players
in double figures, and managed
to keep within shouting distance
most of the game. However,
Adrian Bouncristiani' s club
committed 25 fouls, many of
them appearing to be unneces-
sary. As a result, the Broncos
went to the line 26 times,
converting 24 attempts. Gon-
zaga hit 80% of their free
throws but had only 10 chances,
and therein lay the ballgame.
The Zags did pull back to
within 8 with about 3:00 left in
the second half, but that was as
close as they got to the fired-Up
Broncos.
There were a number of other
high points during the game.
First and foremost Steve Connor
established a newall-time BSU
scoring record. He eclipsed Ron
Austin's mark of 1,378 points,
scored from 1968-71. The junior
guard received a standing
ovation when play was briefly
halted to mark the record.
the other high point came at
half-time when Boise State
student Jay Prickett calmly sank
7 of 8 free throws before a wildly
cheering 'gym to win' a '-'free
dinner. Prickett' was: 'only the
second winner in the year long
contest.
Therefore, Friday night was a
good one for the Broncos and
their fans. Neither Wally Foster
nor Sean McKenna were missed
or needed, as Boise State played
probably their best game of the
year. Everything worked and
everyone scored. It was hard to
believe Gonzaga was going to '
the playoffs, and not the
Broncos.
(above) Trent Johnson squeezes through Gonzaga defenders for
two points in second half action. '
(left) All-time Bronco scorer Sieve Connor prepares to pass off in
Boise's rout of Gonzaga.
(right) Danny Jones slams home two of his 22 points against the
Bulldogs.
Photos by Randy Comer
',_". ~~'\' .. " f,' 't t. I'· '. 'l. 1 t. u ~ e
An oiltsidef would have found.
it hard t~ believe the two teams
were fighting, it out' for the
eonferencecellar; Both squads
played' With .spirit and" poise,
.. :looking' more like title contend-
· . ers than frustrated teams. with .
little to .play for beyond pride.
·What tipped,the'balance.in the
Bronco's favor was a combina-:
don of me' and .ice- the ~ed~hot
play of Danny Jones' and, the
· cool, calculated. and merciless
· performance of BSU's. only
senior" Kevin Goetz. .'Jones
ended the g~me with 10 points
and 9 rebounds . and Goetz
· scored 16 points while pulling
down 10 boards. Those efforts' .
.pavedthe way for the Bronco's
second-half rally, in which the .
Vandals were outscored34-25.
The.g~m~ was as close. as the
final score. indicates; but it
· wasn't Iicase oftradingbask¢ts.·
Rather, it was Boise State .
relentlessly grinding away, at
'the Idaho', lead. with tough.
defense that produced five .
second-half steals. and a surpri-
. sing'offensiveoutptlt.AU' this
caused the Vandals to commit a
crucial error- they panicked.,
Insteadof going to the basket,
Idaho kept the ball outside with
· passes that were no match for .
the Bronco's quickness. BSU
took the lead on the game's final .
basket, a slain-dunk by, 'Goetz -
set up by a Trent Johnson' steal,
and' a Steve Connor assist.
Idaho tbokpossession with 2:04
· left and went back to the stall,
, .With only five. seconds
'. remaining on the clock, Vandal
guard James Smith .put up a
2S,foot attempt that missed the
mark. Bronco forward Dan .'
Jones grabbed the rebound, but"
walked with the ball •. The clock
·was reset at one second' and the
Vandals inbounded to: forward
Jimmie Lee. Lee immediately
fired from ~ighteeri feet out., but
· Trent Johnson went up with him
· and slammed the shot back into
Lee's face ..The buzzer sounded
the end of the game,' but. the
·elated Johnson sprinted down,
Court and slammed the ball
through. the' hoop, perhaps to'
·make' up 'for. the ..dunk' .he'd'
·missed earlier in .the contest. .•..
Trent Johnson rejects Jlinmle Lee's last second shot to Insure the BlOneos of • vIetoJ,'Y In the 1976-77 season ~e. [Photo by Ron
Ferguson] '.
\....
.Idaho G FI R' T
. Hessing 3 3-3 2 .9
Johnson 6 1-4 4 13
.Smith. 3' 0-0 4 6
Gredler O. 0 2 0
Lile ·0 0 0 0
Ntiess 9 . I-I S· 19.
Lee. 'r .6 I-I 6 13
.,-
Totals 27 ' 6·9 23 60
BSU G.
Connor '5
Johnson 3
Jones 3.
Goetz 8 .'
Mayfield 2
Barrett- 2
.' .Holt '2
Totals. 2S
FIR
4-4 0
1~2 6
4~S 9
0-0' 10'
1-2· 6
1-1 2
O~O 2
11·14 3S
Halftime 's~te:' Idaho JS;Boise
27.. ..... .' ,'.
Total fouls: Idaho 16, Boise 13.
Fouled out: none. . '.
Technical fouls: BSU~S..Connor .
.ASsists: .Idaho- Hessing i,
Johnson 4, Smith t3, Gredler 1,.:
Lile 1,. Lee . 2;, Boise State-
ConnorS; Barrett 3, Johnson 6, ..
Holt 1,: Jones :4" Mayfield 'I,; "
Goetz 2. " '., ,
•. j
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Women scu~tle Vikings 55-43
Thursday night 50-47 on the
, scoring of Kim Erekson who had
17 points, Launa : Kennedy,
scored 12 for FVCCwho are now
18-2 for the season, their only
other loss coming from Montana
State.
BSU coach Connie Thorngren
was proud of her team for
keeping their cool in what was
termed a very emotional game.
"I'm really pleased," she
said: "It was tough for them
because they had such a hard
time hitting, but they kept their
temper and that calmness made
the difference."
Boise State also slipped past
the Mountainettes of Flathead
Valley Community College
came off the bench to pace the
Broncos to their 12 point victory
with 12 points and five
rebounds. JoAnn Burrell hit for
nine points and she and Kim
Erekson reached for eight
rebounds each.
Portland State coach Karen
Morgan said it wasn't the Boise
State defense that caused the
loss to her Vikings. They just
weren't, doing the things they
needed to do to win.
-It was three minutes into the
second' half before either team
added to the scoreboard. Smith
sank one of two free throws and
Strong swished another long
one as PSU began to pull away
from Boise 27-22. At this point
the Bronco women must have
decided they didn't want a
repeat of the last Portland
State/Boise State clash in which
PSU became the regional
champions by defeating BSU by
two.
So it was down the floor and a
conversion by Elaine Elliott for
BSU. Once again down the floor
and Kim Erekson sank a goal for
the Broncos. One more time
down the floor and this time it
was Kendra Falen who made
the basket that put Boise in the
lead for the first time since the
opening shot;
Surging now with acombina-
tion of calm and confidence and
backed by this time by a
mens-game preliminary crowd,
the Broncos teased the Vikings a
bit as they allowed a 33-33 tie
with 10:17 left in the game
before pulling away for good.
The flustered Vikings began
,to get into foul trouble at the
same time Boise began their
rally. The Broncos drew out a
total of eleven fouls from
Portland, five of those coming
within three minutes after BSU
took the-lead. Deborah Lefser, a
key PSU' guard fouled out with
two minutes left in the game
and Karen, Strong followed her,
taking her 25-point performance
to the bench, On the other hand,
BSU had only two fouls in the
-- second half, committing, the
remaining ten during the first
half of action.
Freshman Nancy Phillips
by Julie Howard
Teamwork outshone individ-
ual excellence last Saturday
night as the Boise State
women's basketball team de-
feated defending region champ-
ions Portland State 55-43
despite a 25-point performance
'by 6-3 PSU star Karen Strong.
The air was naturally tense
with emotion as BSU stepped
onto the floor to clash with
Portland State for the first time
since the Vikings had smashed
last year's Bronco hope of
nationals through a two-point
victory over BSU.
An immediate basket by
Boise State brought on a
three-minute scoreless period
during which each team ginger-
ly felt out the other's defense
before the Vikings began to
score.
The stunned Broncos allowed
PSU 14 points before they
recovered. On a basket by
BSU's Vicki Lawson with nine
minutes left in the first half, the
BSU women discovered that
they could shoot against the
equally tall Portland State
women, but they had an
eight-point deficit to make up.
Another basket by Lawson
followed by a Nancy Phillips
goal and things were looking up.
Phillips then went to the line on
a foul by PSU's Sue Smith and
sank both free throws to narrow
the lead margin to three. Still
another two points' by Lawson
and it was 20-22 Portland. One
more Viking goal by Smith,
matched by Phillips for the
Broncos and it was halftime,
with Portland State taking a
24-22 lead with them to the
locker room.
With these two' wins the
Broncos are 14-3 going into the
Eastern Area' Regionals this
weekend at the University of
Idaho in Moscow.
lntrornurnls
League B
3&3
Netknockers . .
Maggots Melons':
VoTech
Bumpers
TKEII
League A
Jolly Ballers
Kintamas
Pope's Polacks
White-Anglo- Ricans
Marauders
Supershorts
Loadies
4-0
, 3-1
'2-2
2-2
1-3
0-4
3-0
3-1
2~1
2~2
1-2
1-3
0-4
Co-ed Volleyball
Results, Monday, Feb. 21
Kintamas 15, 15
White-Anglo-Ricans 4, 7
Maggots Melons 16, 7, 17
VoTech 14, 15, 15
Marauders 15, 16
Supershorts 13,141
3&3 over TKE II by forfeitNetknockers 16, 15
Bumpers 14,12
- Pope's Polacks 15, 10, 16
Loadies 8, 15, 14
." , ,";._;. •. ~i ;~• ; .• ; i .:f ','
r- .~, .
Res~~, ,Febriuiry 22
. I .: ;' ."; ,",! ~ ••• : : .. , ..
Men's,B~ketball
• • 'I.' .' ,~. ;'Women's Basketball ,,-. ~; -<l • , •
Feat 48, Heroes 24.
Stickers 41, Clickers 39,
Old Men 62, TKE 20.
A-I 33, B-2 28.
A-3 1, A-2 O. forfeit
B-1 33, Funkus 28.
Screws 69, Gunners 62.
Zaugerts 68, Club 34.
StandingsStandings
League A
Celtics
Shew's Screws
6ger's
Gunners
The D Zaugerts
Corner Club
League A
Falling Stars
Easy Striders
Dunkettes
Half-court Hookers
3-0
2-1
2-1.,
2-2
1-2
0-4
3-0
2-1
1-2
0-3
LeagueB
Happy Hookers
Camas Prairie Stompers
The Five Attempts
Pumpkin Pushers
February 23
B-1 52, A-3 47.
Funkus 36, A-l 35.
B-2 36, A-2 30. '
DT's 40, Squad 39..
Schedule
3-0
2-1
1-2
0-3
League B
Curtain Rods
DT's
B.F.&S.
UPS
Squad to P's
KE
2-0
2-1
1.-1
1-1
1-2
0-2
$100 a month
141111 PILOT
TRAININS ••• ON US!
Tuesday, March 1
6:00
Clickers vs. TKE
Feat vs. Stickers
7:00
Heroes vs. Old Men
Rods vs. DT's
8:00
B.F.&S. vs. UPS
KE vs. Squad
9:00
Club vs. Gunners
Zaugerts vs. 6ger's
League C
Little Feat
T. Y. Stickers
Old Men
Clickers
Kelly's Heroes
TKE
Results, February 23
Striders 30, Dunkettes 12.
Stars 28, H-C Hookers 12.
H. Hookers38, Pushers 6.
Stompers 27, Attempts 10.
4-0
4-0
2-2
1-3
1-3
0-4
Le~rri to ill; while ~OlJ rc stili m collecc. The Mannes
\xiii PCI\! the bil:- about S90U worth ·of lessons-
')iou'll also be eanuno :l Marine officer's cornrnis-
sion throuqh PLC :;;t~mmerrramin.; at Quantico.
Virqmia. and Jl,' '
All training is
during summer vacation or after graduation. No re-
quirements during the school year.
LeagueD
B-1 Beavers
A-3
A-l Ward
FunkusA-3
B-2 Zoo
A-2 Wack-a-doos
Schedule, March 2, Wednesday
6:00
H.C. Hookers vs. Pushers
Dunkettes vs. Attempts
7:00
Striders vs. Stompers
Stars vs. H. Hookers
4-0
3-1
2-2
2-2
1-3
0-4
CHECK IT OUT •••
Wednesday, March 2
8:00
B.F.& S. vs. KE
Rods vs. UPS
9:00
Screws vs. Zaugerts
Celtics vs, 6ger's
$100 per month while in college
$703 for 6 weeks during the summer
$879 - 1,057 monthly starting salary
Alternative news,
Editorial insights.
'l<B3U
Thursday, March 3
6:00
A-l vs. B-1
A-3 vs. B-2
1:00
A-2 vs. Funku~
B.F.&S. vs. Squad
8:00
DT's vs. UPS
Rods vs. KE
9:00
Celtics vs. Screws
TheMarines
DATE: rue - Fri, Mar 1st-4th
TIME: --c-9_:30_,_AM_t_o_2_:3O_ PM__
PLACE: Student Union ~~~~r
COMING ON CAMPUS
~.~~er,( The top three regular s~ason ·.end~gtoUm~YJongerthiiri.any:·':~AMENTStODDS]
J
.:u·:'mth.,·,pe..·e.:..:'."d N,.·.·~fJ:o...rt '.··.·:h.m•·.' ·.F."aroaa·.,:.\tlebD··.i·,.·tha".',,'T_'·p·.'~I··.,ace·,.·~,...e..'e~!~s:.'.. : IK eanntue;{;~tureatat,:ueNnn~~es::seeo.·~,~;an~d·~ =::~:=:~:w:~~: ."
~ -;rA . in Greensboro" this'week;eiid~< . 'Arkansas 1~2~. HoustOn3~1, . ..' .' .
last week to number .SIX m: the .' Michigan' at~due.. ' ,,' ',To sl1ow;You'hoW' v()latile this' . ;1'i~~m!e~A~elre:'_i .' ' .:,." , .''·A"'tlc·CoufCo~ere..c:e " '
!A:RBITER ":riiVisioni'COllege "", Tuesday ni~t's: DOlis,;Iri~h:' .. playoff is, iBI97~Maryl8nd won' ~UIlKl -.UI,' ..-'. NorthCarolina4~1, wake Forest
Basketball PoUof February ~7., ':dlish will 'be.the firSt ie81 tesiof the. regular 'season, crown~:but:VM:( 1~2,Punnan, 3-1,· Appala- ' 9~2,'C1en1son )~ 1-, ',' Maryland
The'f~lfH~ls~o.n,three g~~!i 'the'number ,one" ranted·' Caii-' ,~ot1h.C..,.aro,,Iina WO,n~eP.1.a.Yo~;' " chimt' 12-1,':· . ,'.", . :7;U-~,NC~ta!e6~t,.Yjrgin~a auld,
last week~'beatirigNorth Caro~~' ''ioniian~'since 'theyface Orta' : In 1916; North· Carolina woil the" . Big :seo~enDee ' : ...: . Duke 15~1'.. .' .
linaState,. Duke,:aJ;ldLouisville, "Roberts)nDecember;Notl"e'seaSOn title,. butVirgmiil (4~8)' ,:. KansuState2-1, 'Missouri 4-1; . .
to raise ,the~recordto 224; •... Dame has notlost a home game , . won . the tourney; ,shocking" . Kansas S~I,Ok1ihoDla U)-L . '
,The. University 'of 'SaDFrab.~in. 'what .seems .like age's, .. and,.' Maryland, .North·:~arolin~.State; ' Missouri. ValteyConference '.
,clscODonsoontinuetoleadthe ..... thaHactor alone should proVide ': .and North 'CaroliDao~succes~ SIU 2-1; New Mexi~ State 5-2,
· poll, raisiilg their 're~~d tc(29~0" the .SO,-th Bend' fans :with ···an sive nights. : ..... '.... '" Wicitl;l3.l: . .', '. .....,
after' victories last week .. Keri~exciting cOntest. • . 'ntis year North Carolina took.'
tuckY, with a 85·70 lashing of~' the crown with 9-3, followed by
A1abamaSatUrday,n.ight,. held .'Saturday's·Tennesseeversus; Oemson and W~e Forest at·.
onto secorid~Mi.chigan, umv, Kentucky'clas1lin 'KnoXvillewil1 : 8·4, . Maryland ·7-5; ·North .
and Arkalisas . 'held onto the, determme,the champion 'of the . '.' Carolina' State 6;6; Duke 2-10,' '.
· third thi:ough)ifth~:spots •.. , .'. SEC. Kentucky', . who '. :should ' , 8ndVirgmi.~~19.In the iast two
· ".UCLA•.. after. mauling' Cali-. bel;lt·· Mississippi State' ..on". w~ks, V.irginia upset Clemson, .
fomiaand Sta:nfurd, still feihoMolidaY;will. enter the, game ~aryland upset Wake 'Forest,
seventll, after holding onto sixth .··With'aJS-l league mark 'whUe North Carolina State' upset
· spotlast. week>TheTennessee . ~~·-theVolunteel'swil1 pqt; a 14-2 Wake ForeSt and Maryland, and
Voluntee~,seventh'in last record on . the. line.; 'The. . Duke upset·C1emson~.
. week's voting, fell' to Dumber .. ' up-'and~down Vols, with· a .WhUe,NorthCarolina is the .
·fifteen in the poll after losing to ..... .'homecourt advantage, should provisional' favorite, the out-
· the SEC's weakest team,·pUlloffthe·upset· and tie the ... come ofthetoumament isont;e
'Georgia.··. Providence!. twelfth ..' Wildcats .for the league .lead.' ,again up in. the .air~
last' week;' jumped to .number . . !be . Michigan: .Wolvcrlne~,·
eight this week.with victories . who have wrapped up the BIg, The Big'Skyplayoffswil1 ha~e,.
over Villanova and St. John's. Ten. title, 'visit West Lafayette Idaho State and Montana State;
Minnesota, with victories' 'and ·the 1~7' Boilermakers. and Weber ·.State' verSus Gon-'
over Big Ten opponents Purdue Purdue. 'could .'in,tprove ·their· zaga oil opening night. ISU ,and .
.ancJ..Winois,entered' the, top len.' NCAAplayoffpaipDg .witha' Weber should advance to the
this week at. numbCr nine. . victory, but: the .Rickey Green '. championship clash. There is no ..
Louisville; after losing to North. . led Wolverines shQuld prevail. .' doubt in this sCrilJe's miDdthat .
Carolina,' feli '.fJ:omeighth to The SOuthwest .. Conference '.iSUwill walk off with the crown'
tenth." 'phlyoffs .end· Saturday, . and. .' Saturday night. ' '.
. ' Last week's number 'nine and . Houston and Arkansas should,. . Last week's record was 35~7 .
ten teams, Alabama .and De. be the cOmbatants iD the title '. (.833 percentage) to rais~ the
troit, feU· to' ~leveDthand . contest. Texas ,Tech, '.which. seasonat'niark to 139~41, for Ii
fourteenth this. week;'~TeliJils closed the season with. a .772 slate: .
making then-' fir$t. appeat~ces flourish, could upset·Houston to
'.in the ARBITER poU·this week advance into the title Contest.
are Indiana State;Idaho. State, . The Southern Conference
and 'Kansas State. . . tournament .title game' on
Results. of' the' February 27 'tuesday night should .feature
· poU·with records th~ugh· that Virginia Military (2J-:J). against
· date:· Furman ·(18-9), with:VMI
einerging the league .champion:..
. . . . . ~' , .
The Big Sky race hascoine to· .
· a close· and ,tHis' week's
confereneeplayoffs feature reg~.
ular . season' champion Idaho
State, 'Weber.' State; .GOnzaga, .'
and Montana:·$tate.· ..
FINAL BIG SKY· STANDIl'fGS
"W-L ',.-L·
.Id8lto St~te ..', 13-1 .21~4'
Weber State. . . 11-319-7, '
.. Gonzaga '7-7 '11-15 •.
Montana State 6~8 ". ll-i4··
Montana.'·,. 6~8 7-18;
Northern AriZona~ '5~9 :.~12;,14'
. BoiSe State '.:5-9' 10-16 .
",Idaho., '.' . 3-11 . 5-21',
•.Th~wild 'and wooly Big· Eight:' .'
tourriey in ~Kansas City takes .'
'place this weekal~,·with. the',
'championship . gaiDe held· on
Friday evening. Kansas State
has the favorite's role here, but
Kanslis, OklahQma, or Missouri
cannot be counted out. ,
. The "Missouri" ValIey,Con·
ference tourney ends Saturday·
evening, .With a ·titIe contest·
'which should feature ..New
MexicO" State and , SOuthem
D1inois, but neither West Texas
State nor Wichita State' can be
positively co~ted out. of the ' ...
running. ,
The' Metro Seven season
• ending playoffs have a Clear
favorite in' Louisville, but .
Cincii1nati alid' Memphis. State
(19-7) Couldupset the Cardinals.
The AtIantic. CoaSt .·Confer~
ence~ which haS had a season
ThIs week '.
National Games
FebraDrY. 28
....Mississippi' State .at Kentucky
(+6) ... ' " ,
Rhode Islalid at Louisville (+11)
Alabama (+7) at .vanderbilt
Indiana State (+9) at BUtler'
Muehl .
USF (+3) at Notre Dame
H~waii at UNLV (+22) ,
Detroit (+ 7). at Loyola~Chicago
March 3 . .
.Michigan (+6) at D1inois .
Minnesota (+5) 'at WiscOnsin
. March 5 . ,
. Kentuck;y 'at Tennessee (+ 2)
UPSET SPECIAL
Michigan (+4) at· Purdue
UNLV (+9) at Pepperdine .
UCLA (+6)at USC .
Minnesota <+6) at Northwest- .
em'·
..Aubum atAIabama(+7)
March 6
Marqliette ,at Michigan (+5) .
.0'"
Big Sky' cOmere~ce '. .... .".'
Id8ho' ',State: 1-3, Weber: State
3;'1; ,GOnzaga . 10-1, 'Montana
State 5O~1. ...
..
:Corn;ng ;soon;o the ARS/TfRsports pages.~.
THE 'AimITERAu-BIGSKY BASKETBALL TEAM ~';'The sPorts
, Editors' of the Big Sky.Student new$paperS cast '.their vote.~'for top .
p~ayers in the nation's onlystu.dent:.select~d AU-~onferencepoll.,
, "WOMEN'SBASKETBALL -- Julie Howardrepprts on the women's
. .' run for the Regional tide, arid a shot at t~e National T9umamcmt ..•
NOR-PAC BASEBALL PitEVIEw -~Arbiter Sports" Editor Marty .
'Most takes a look at' the 1977:edition of the' Northwest's toughest
league .. : '..
TENNIS PREVlEW"- Bud Humphrey sizes up.BSU's youthful team'
, and 'their chances; ... '
BIG SJh; TItACK AND FIELD .COVERAGE -- Follow the BronCo .
thinclads in their quest for a first-everoonference championship .•. ·
PINBAu'REPORT --'Where the machines are, what to play aDd .
whatto·.~ay a~ay ·from in the"nation's fastest growing iridoo..
sport... . .
. ,
'.PLUS, Benjamin Tucker' predicts, exclusive photos, special features
alid· cOmplete coverage of Big Sky sports ..•
Corduroy'
Levi~tJeans '
'Bell Bottoms .
LEvrs®' C~rd Bells get .
you where you're going '.
with style and comfort
to spare. A 'wide variety
,of colors to ch'Oosefrom· ",
.. : all with ·the famous'
LEVrS® fit. Durawale '.
Plus bell bottoms are
. a special blend' of .
polyesteqmd' c?~on .
corduroy. that IUDlts . .'
.. shrinkage. Go corduroy;
Go LEvrS® Cord Bells.
~...1iiIIIIif...•.....
.•
.~.
Use these coupons
and prove two can eat cheaper than one!
BIG BOY
Restaurants
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••With Fries ~.
~.
2 •.9,!.L:::::::S_~========---d.DE 0
~.¥ •
a •
z •
Olter good thru March 27. 1977. One coupon per customer per visit. •
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. .,.,
: >~:: ~ Big Boy
~: .~ ~. Combo
III
~ : Salad & Fries
~~~~gJ~~fi~~~ s:~ . ~E· for u
~ • ~.Eu Present this coupon at any of the
~ e parlicipating Big Boys in your area 79a •
z • and receive 2 Big Boy Combos for
less than the price of one.e
Otter good Ihru March 27. 1977. One coupon per customer per visit. • Otter good thru March 27. 1977. One coupon per customer per visit. ~
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Present this coupon at any of the
participating Big Boys in your area
and receive 2 Patty Melts for less
than the price of one.
Present this coupon at any' of the
participating Big Boys in your area
and receive 2 Big Boys for less than
the price of one.
PATTY
MELT
FISH
Sandwich
With Fries
Present this coupon at any of the
participating Big Boys in your area
and receive 2 Fish Sandwiches for
less than the price of one.
a
Otter good thru March 27. 1977. One coupon per customer per visit. Z
BIG
BOY
\
500 S Capitol Blvd.
. ., :~.. '.- '",' ... . . -, '.' •...~'.
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